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Rumors cause concern
~ sure haartges No rapes reported at UNH
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are a Possl•hI•1lty
By Todd Ralf

By Greg Flemming
I he residential energy
surchargemaydropfrom$84.00to
$60.00, and leftover funds from the
two surcharges, if any, may be
rebated to students next semester if
the University accepts its
committee recommendation.
The Board of Trustees Finance
and Budget Committee decided
Wednesday to propose a decrease
in the residential asurcharge, but
keep the academic surcharge at
$50.00, and to rebate any surplus
from the surcharge, which can only
be spent on energy costs.
Christy Houpis, Chairperson of
the Student Senate Financial
Affairs and Administration
Council is pleased with the
proposal.
"'Now I know I can shut off my
lights a few times, shut off my heat
a few times, and literally get money
back," he said.
Student Body President Bob
Coates also ,expressed pleasure at
the proposal, which was in part his

Senate
•
IS denied
specifics
By Greg Flemming
The Student Senate is upset
because UNH adminstrators did
not give them specific figures to
work with when dealing with the
recent proposed surcharge
decreases.
The Student Senate was given
ranges for proposed decreases, but
not · specific .figures because the
administrators "wanted to have an
opportunity before the figures
were released to look at the data
themselves,' . according to Allan
Prince, vice president for
University Budget and Administration.
The Student Senate stated their
disa'pproval in an amendment to
the bill that accepted the proposed
reduction in energy surcharges.
The bill passed, with the
amendment, unanimously with
thre abstentions.
Prince stated that the
administrators had to keep the
specific figures confidential
because of "fast money
developments 1n energy
conditions.•·
"Under any other policy
proposal we would have seen the
final recommendation," said Bob
Coates. Student Body President.
"Due process outweighs any
negative effects of the information
going public before the meeting,"
he added.
Representatives from the
Student Senate did not see the
specific figures until the Board of
Trustees Finance and Budget
Committee meeting on Wednesday . The figures were not accepted
by the committee.
··we feel we can be more
effecti ve here at the University
kvel than if we have to walk in to a
SENATE, page 14

suggestion.
Allan Prince, vice presiaent for
University Budget and Administration was less enthusiastic.
"Ithinkit'saprudentthingtodo
since we've had two substantial
increasesinthepriceofoilsincewe
did the calculations," he said.
The calculations for the
surcharges were done in October,
and since then oil has increased by
$6.00 a barrel, h~ said.
Apparently energy surcharges,
originally planned to be
temporary, are now permanent.
"I don't think we can look
forward to much relief in the years
ahead until we have alternate.
sources of e-nregy," Prince said,
adding that the increasing energy
costs will either be buried in
tu1t10n, or there will be a
surcharge.
The Student Senate is upset
because the Board of Trustees did
not request enough energy dollars
for the 1981-83 budget to eliminate
a surcharge.
"The surcharge was to be a
temporary thing," Coates said. He
feels the Board should have asked
for more money from the New
Hampshire State Legislature, and
then, if they hadn't been allocated
enough, a surcharge could again be
instituted.
"If you don't ask for it all, you
can't expect to get it all," he said.
At the Budget and Finance
Committee's meeting on
Wednesday Coates noted that
Plymouth State College has
implemented a rebate system for
its energy surcharges, and
requested that it be considered for
UNH.
Meanwhile, UNH administrators had recommended to the
committee a decrease of residential
surcharges to $45.00 and of
academic .. surcharges 'to $43.00.
The committee however, wanted
more cushion on the· decreased
surcharge proposals against erratic
energy costs.
·
Coates suggested the compromising figure of $60.00, and the
committee approved.
_The
recommendation will go before the
University Board of Trustees on
Thursday.
SURCHARGE, page nine
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Despite campus wide rumors to
the contrary not a single incident
of rape has occurred at UNH this
semester according to botb the
Durham and UNH police
aepanments, UNtt P'1csil.lc11L
Evelyn Handler, and judicial
board chairman Robert Gallo.
Associate Director of the UNH
police services Robert McGowen
said although no rapes have
occurred there have been
numerous simple assaults on
campus.
,
A simple assault according to
New Hampshire law can consist of
a male touching sexual or intimate
parts of the female body.
Rape has become the foremost
issue on many students minds in
recent weeks. Students concerned
by spreading rumors and the
reality of the danger of rape have
been conducting group
discussions, workshops with police
officers, and escort services.
McGowen said the various
ru·m ours on rape are unfounded
and based on the
misunderstanding of such terms as
sexual harassment, sexual assault,
and simple assault. (see related
story)
"There re a lot of frightened
women concerned about the
rumors of ·rape on campus for
reasons that are clearly
unfounded. I think what has
happened is the allegations of rape
are being confused with simple
assault. Understandably women
are confused," he said.
McGowen said there have been
nine cases of simple assault on

campus thus far which are being
investigated.
He added that there has been
one case of a UNH student in the
Division of Continuing Education
being indicted for -an attempted

two cases of sexual harassment,"
he said. "I have talked to people all
over campus trying to find out
about rape, and there has been no
convirmation. The only sources
seem to be the rumors that are

tape

,u-ound," he .suid.
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Durham police chief P_a ul Gowen
said to his knowledge the man
being indicted is not a UN H
student.
Assistant Dean of Students and
judicial board chairman Gallo said
he has investigated the rumors of
the numerous rapes on campus. -"There have been no rapes and

Jodi Godfrey, student senate
vice president said that after four
or five people questioned her
about the rumors concerning the
high incidence of rape on campus
she got "really worried" and did
some research.
"The source of some of the
RAPE, page eight

What the tenns mean
Sexual harrassment, simple assault, and sexual assault all have
distinct and different meanings. But according to both University
administrators and campus police many of the allegations
concerning rape are the result of confusion on these terms.
Associte director of UNH police services. Ronald McGowen said
the rumors on campus are a direct result of this confusion.
The four different areas of sexual abuse in the New Hampshire
Criminal Code include:
eSimple assault is the unpriviledged physical contact of others.
Simple assault includes touching sexual or intimate parts of the
body.
•Aggravated felonious Sexual assault is the same as rape.
•Felonious sexual assault is the sexual contact and serious
personal injury of a person.
oSexual assault is the sexual contact under circumstances such as
physical force, violence, and coersion.
eThe definition forsexual harrassment which has been proposed
by the student senate is not included in New Hampshire's criminal
codes, and has three separate sections: unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical contact on
written communication of an intimidating and hostile nature.
-·Todd_Balf

Siel is soon to he retried
arrested less than 24 hours after the
that his remarks to the jury during
Former UN H student Barney
body was found.
the June trial were inadequate.
Siel, convicted of first degree
Released on $100,000 bail, Siel
Siel's attorney John Boeckeler
murder and armed robbery in
underwent an eight-day trial in
requested the retrial after the State
June, will face a retrial at Belnap
June at the Strafford County
Supreme Court granted a retrial in
County Superior Court on
Superior Cour i. He was found
anotQer case involving Goode.
December 8.
One year ago today, Siel was . guilty on both charges and
A Strafford County Superior
sentenced to !ife in prison wit~out
. Court judge ruled Monday that · arrested on charges of first degree
chance of parole.
murder and attempted armed
because of the publicity
Siel was released from Concord
robbery in lhe bludgeoning death
surrounding Siel's first trial at that
State Prison on October 22, again ·
of 35-year old Joseph Woodside, a
court, he should be granted a
on $ I00,00(, bail. A retrial was set
transient from Maine.
change of venue, moving the retrial
for December 8 at the Strafford
Woodside's body was found on
to another area.
County Superior Court. Goode
a path beside the Wilderness Trails
Siel was granted the retrial after
was not to preside over the second ·
Sport Shop on Pettee Lane
Strafford County Superior Court
trial.
approximately I :30 a.m. Siel was
judge Frederick Goode declared

SAFC approves big screen for MUB
1

By George Newton i
The Memorial u nibn Building
will have a big screen \television if
the Student Senate 'approves a
proposal the Student Televison
Network (STVN) mal<es Sunday
night.
.
'
Purchase of the $2695 four-byfive foot television ~creen was
approved by the Student Activities
Fee Council (SAFC) y~sterday.
Funding for the big iscreen was
derived from two sources: The
Alumni Association'1 donated
$1300 from the undesi~nated gifts
fund, and the remaiq.der came
from the STVN's preyious year
reserves and special project funds.
Quick approval by SAFC allows
STVN ~o purchase the ~creen at a
savings of $500. Originally, the
screen cost approximately $3100
but the price tag will drop to $2695
if it is purchased before November

18. The proposal must still be
passed by the Student Senate
Sunday.
A motion attached to the STVN
proposal states no full length
feature films can be shown on the
portable screen until the student
organizations' concepts are
discussed by SAFC next week.
The amendment was forwarded
because of a direct competition
factor between STVN and MUSO
(Memorial Union Student
Organization).
Recently MUSO charged STVN
with a duplication of services as a
student organization for showing
feature length films. M USO
officials said STVN's showing of
feature length films was in direct
conflict to the MU SO film series.
Under SAFC rules no student
organization may duplicate
student services.

Until the concepts of STVN and
MU SO are discussed and clarified
by SAFC next week no feature
films may be shown on the big
screen. Broadcasting will be
limited to regular television
programming and
projects by
STVN members.
Student Body Presidentr Bob
Coates said M USO was assuming
competition, yet "there is no
proof," he said.
Coates explained that M USO
and · STVN have been going
through a test period for the past
three weeks to determine if there
was competition.
"A decision will be made one
way or another," Coates said~ "It
depends on who can do it better,
MUSO or STVN. The bottom line
is to save students' money ." he
said.
Student Body Vice President

Jodi Godfrey said STVN made a
compromise to MUSO in not
showing feature length films.
"STVN made a concession to
MUSO," Godfrey said. "We're
here to help each other. That
doesn't happen very often. The
biggest benefit is to the student."
SAFC Chairperson Sara Jane
Horton believes M USO and
STVN should work through
coexistence.
"M USO operates with a large
screen, STVN will still use a
television screen. The acquisition
won't hurt M USO. It will bring
more people into the MU B," she
said. "The proposal ties STVN's
hands. They'd rather compromise
than fight."
Horton said MUSO president
Jon Feins wasn't opposed to the
large screen.
SAFC, page six
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Student ambassadors
will update alumni
and gain experience
By Laura Flynn ·
The UNH Alumni Association
has a new way to strengthen
communication between alumni
and students in attendance.
The Alumni Association will
choose 30 students by January 23
to participate in a "Student
Ambassador Council," which will
involve traveling to alumni club
meetings around the country and
working on many of the activities
sponsored by the Alumni
Association.
Applications for the positions
lHP

:.:iv:.:iil:.:ihlt> :.:it the Al11mni ri>ntf'r

and the Student Activities Office in
the MUB and must be submitted
by December I to the Alumni
office. A committee of people at
~airyman John Conroy, who sings the National Anthem at UNH hockey games, pets 6-year-old Arabella. (Ned the Alumni office will choose l 0
Fmkel photo)
sophomores, juniors and seniors
divided evenly between sex and the
five colleges.
"We'll interview everybody who
applies over a three week period
beginning December I, and
hopefully we'll have che council
working by February," said
By Karen Felber
And Conroy has been singing
gotten so used t_o that overplayed
Elaine Dewey, assistant director of
UNH Dairyman John Conroy recording." Conroy continued.
ever since. As a high schooler in
Alumnr Affairs and coordinator
has been singing the National "They put me out on the ice for the
New York City Conroy appeared
of the council.
Anthem at the start of UN H second game and I've been there
at Carne'gie Hall as a soloist with
"We're looking specifically for
hockey games for eight years.
Lh\! New York Philharmonic in the students who are outgoing and
ever since."
Youth Music Series.
'Last Friday despite suttering a
who show a strong sense of UNH
But his appearances at UNH
broken right arm as a result of a
and like UN H," Dewey said. "We
hockey games have by no means
run-:n with a frightened cow on
been the extent of Conroy's singing
put me out on want students who have good
Thursday morning, Conroy made
communication skills and can
career.
his usual appearance at the opener
present themselves well and who
Born with a cataract problem the ice and I've been
against the University of Toronto.
hay~_a certain level of creativity to
that has left him with severely
help out with projects."
"My singing the AntI:iem at the
impaired vision, Conroy was
there ever since."
William J. Rothwell, director of
games all started because of a
raised at St. Charles Hospital for
Alumni Affairs began working on
scratchy recording," . Conroy
crippled and blind children in Port
He was also a soloist at the 1939
constructing the council nine
recalled. "John Grimes of the
Jefferson Long Island. It was
World"s Fair in New York, and in
months ago.
Common. Market suggested that
there. at the tender age of three
1941 Co11roy was invited to sing at ·
"One of our goals was to get
they get rid of it and replace it with
that his talent was discovered.
the White House for President
students involved with whgat we
me."
"One of the nuns at St. Charles
Roosevelt's Good Ne.ighbor roiicy do," Rothwell said. "People think
"The first night I sang from the
saw that I had potential and she
with ~umn 1-unt:11l:a.
tha-t the Alumni Center is just
penalty box, and naturally it
took an interest in me," Conroy
there to raise tunds. we ·re tnen:: w
uuring his 38 years as a
startled the audience ... they had
remembered.
dairyman at UNH singing has
serve the alumni in a host of ·
remained an important part of different ways."
Conrov·s life. In addi1ion to his
Students who participate in1:he
regular appearances at UNH program will be responsible for
hockey games Conroy also docs attending some alumni club
concert work in Boston and church
meetings and informing alumni
singing.
members of the problems and the
Conroy's future plans include important issues at the University.
They will also work on activities
continued appearances at _UN H
sponsored by the Alumni Affairs
games.
hockey
mittens."
By Paula Tracy
"I enjoy singing the Anthem office including ·career programs,
Maltese continued,"l've been in
The total heating system in the
the gamcs . .. it's an Homecoming, Alumni Volunteers
before
here at nights and it's been as cold
Memorial Union Building won't
W e e k e n d ·( C o n c Ia v e) • a n d
part of it all, and I get a
important
be in service until December 5. · as 50 degrees!"
Reunion Weekend.
Conroy
it,"
of
out
charge
real
Amy Corning, MU B receptionThe new system, part of the
"It won't be the type of thing
remarked .
noticed
parents
many
that
said
ist
University's Energy Conservation
where the students wil work so
the lack of heat in the building over
project will provide hot water heat
many hours every week. The
'TII keep it up as long as mother
Parents' weekend.
to the building instead of steam.
nature allows me to ... Como\· programs will be flexible and the
"Parents were giving me their
continued, "and I hope to have the
The East and Western parts of
ambassadors would work different
condolences saying · that 'maybe
the building have heat because
hours. Some weeks they'd work
sense to shut up when it's time!"
someday they'll use the extra $50
they ha~ been previously heated
they se~.t for the energy"
by hot water.
surcharge.
Areas such as the Student
John Sanders, Construction
Activities offices, cafeteria and
Project Representitive for
, main meeting rooms were partially
Operations Maintenance for the
heated by steam and now are
University said "There are three
lacking heat in the transition
heating system~ in the building.
period, and students have
Two are complete. The
complained of having to work in
Contractors have assured us that
the colder temperatures.
the MU B system will be ·up on
MUSO's Pub Program Director
December 5."
Eileen Maltese said,"lt's freezing
Until-then, students will have to
in here! You always have to have a
dress warmly in the MU B.
sweater on, sometimes even

Conroy: The man behind the voice

"They

MUB heftting to stay

off until December

none at all," Dewey explained . We .
want to accommodate students'
schedules and we wouldn't
overload them."
Dewey explained that the
Ambassador council is designed to
benefit both students and the
alumni.
"For the alumni, the council will
increase their awareness of what's
going on -at UNH," Dewey said.
"And for the students, it's a
chance for a learning experience
they can get through college that
they wouldn't be able to get any
other way. It will be a chance to
develop Jeadership and communi -

cations skills, experience ~peaking
in front of people and acheive
social and business cont-acts
through alumni," Dewey added.
UNH has 50,000 people in its
alumni and last year the alumni
held 90 club meetings in differnt
spots all over the United States.
Dewey said that the attendance
ranges from 15 to "over 100
.
people" at each meeting.
"It's funny, but the further you
get away from New Hampshire,
the better the response is," Dewey
said.
The Alumni Association decides
where to hold the club meetings
after determining where the
gr~atest interest is concentrated.
"It varies year by year.~ Dewey
said. "For example, last year there
was a very good response (to the
club meeting) in Detroit. This year
there will probably be a meeting
held in Florida, Los Angeles,
Houston, Atlanta . Pitfsburgh,
Baltimore to name some.".
Dewey emphasized that not all
30 students on the Student
Ambassadors Council would have
an opportunity to trayel t9 ~he cl~~
meetings but those who did would
have an tne1r expenses pa10 oy we
Alumni Association.
Rothwell said that he beHeves
the most important role 01
students in the Student
Ambassador Council will be to
"communicate the problems that
the University sees to the alumni."
"In addition to the contacts the
students will be able to make, they
will .also develop a sense of
appreciation for the school,··
Rothwell said. "They'll be coming
into contact with people who
really, really care about this place.
And they'll carry that infectious
enthusiasm with them throughout
life."
"And if you can't get excited
about something," Rothwell
added, "you might as well close the
coffin lid."

Get well Brendan!
Brendan DuBois, one of The New
Hampshire s managing editors is
a patient in Rm. 526 at Mary
Hitchcock Hospital in Hanover,
N .H., recovering from surgery.
The staff wishes Brendan more
than a speedy recovery. In fact,
anyone who would like to send
him a note or card should address
it to Brendan s room or to Rm.
151 of the MUB in care of the
Editor-in-Chief

Elaine Dewey, assistant director of Alumni Affairs, will coordinate the Student Ambassador Council (Barbie
Walsh photo).
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UNH fund drive

University sets new goals
By Einar Sunde
The University launched an
$18.2 million fund-raising
campaign last Friday which is
expected to last three years.
Goals of the campaign include
the construction of a science
research center, the upgrading and
expansion of UN-H's dairy
facilities, the construction of a new
residential tower for the New
England Center and a $1.45
million allotment to lessen the
damage deferred maintenance has
done on University buildings.
The announcement was made at
a dinner banquet af the New
England Center:_ attended ·by

alumni, corporate executives and
representatives of private
foundations.
The money for the drive will
come from UNH alumni, parents
of students, corporations and
private donations, according to
Robert Leberman, UN H's director
of development. Leberman is
confident that the $18.2 million
could be raised in three years.
"We hope that we can surpass
that goal," he said.
The University has already
received $7 .5 million that will be
counted toward the campaign,
Leberman said. This figure
includes the gift of the $2 million

~ilrose Farms 'comples in East
K1!1~ston donated this summer by
Wilham Rosenberg, the founder of
Dunkin' Donuts.
According to Nov. 8 issue
of f:oster's Daily Democrat,
the fund drive was seen as a
message to the Govenor's office.
"We hope it will encourage-through increased awareness of the
institution--continued funding
from the state," the Daily
Democrat quotes Leberman as
saying.
Leslie Hubbard, a 1927 UNH
graduate, was chosen as the

CAPITAL FUNDS~ page 14

New escort service to begin
By Maureen Sullivan

Touch For Heath instructor Kimberlee Ann Persons explains
acupressure points. (Art Ulman photo)

Let your fingers
do the healing...
By Art lllman
Would you like to balance out
depression? Prevent illnesses?
<;peed healing? Increase your
energy? Relieve headaches and
backaches, all with the touch of a
finger?
If so, you might try the "Touch
For Health"' program.
Touch For Health (TFH), is an
integration of Oriental principles
of acupuncture, acupressure
massage, and recent Western
developments, designed to offer
the general public an alternate
method for heaJth care.
Kimberlee Ann Persons, TFH
instructor and Babcock resident,
spent nearly three hours
rxplaining the program to seven
people, Monday night in the
Grafton Room of the MU B. The
works.hop was sponsored by
TOSNOM.
TFH uses muscle testing to
determine now well energy is
flowing through the body. A weak
muscle indicates an energy
blockage in a corresponding organ
or part of the body.

"If a muscle tests weak, we know
we have to go · to certain spots on
the body and press or hold them to
literally reset the body. This
restoration of energy is
immediately recognized by the
strengthe_n ing of the test muscle,"
Persons explained .
During the . workshop, Persons
discovered that a participant, Ed,
had a blockage of energy in his
small intestine. This blockage was
indicated by a weak thigh muscle.
With Ed laying prone on the floor
v. ith his leg ben~ Persons could
move his leg easily.
After massaging three
acupressure points, the muscle test
was repeated. This _time, Persons
used all her weight and could not
budge the leg. The energy flow was
apparently restored.
"No matter what a person has in
the way of symptoms, we balance
the body energies and strengthen
any weak muscles. Thi~ brings the
posture into better balance and
puts the body in the best possible
state to heal itself," Persons said.

TOSNOM,_ page fifteen

An all-male escort service will
begin operating tonight in Area I,
according to Susan Rand, Area I
President's Council co-ordinator.
The service is designed after a
program currently in use in Stoke
Hall. If a woman would like an
escort, she can call up one of the
volunteers from any point on
campus, Rand said.
The Stoke service will now
merge with the area-wide program.
Sharon Lott. president of
Congreve Hall, said the pro~ram
was sparked by a lack in repair of
outdoor lighting and rumors of
increased attacks of women on
campus. Congreve Hall, alone, has
a list of 50 escorts.
Chief Ronald McGowen of the
UN H police said his department
has not been· notified of these
rumored attacks.
"I encourage anyone,· victim or
witness, to a rape or assault to
speak up, .. McGowen said. "not
only for themselves, but for the
benefit of others.··
McGowcn said his department
had no input into the Area I
service. but he is "certainly glad to
~ee such a service for those who feel
they" need it."
The male escorts are volunteers
from the area, Rand said. The
\olunteers were screened by
residence hall directors and
resident assistants before being
accepted into the service, Rand
_added.
According to Lott, listings of the
volunteers and their . phone
numbers will be placed in the three
area desks, the main library,

Kingsbury, the 'computer cluster·s,
the MU B information desk and all
Area I residence halls. The service is
in effect until I a.m
"I hope everyone will take
advantage of this," Rand said, "but
we can't really know the effect of
the service until the end of the
semester.,,
Melissa Gray, Area I resident
said she isn't sure of the extent of
the assault problem, but didn't

think too many women would take
advantage of the service.
"No_o-ne thinks a thing like that
would happen to them," Gray said,
"and so they don't take it
seriously."
Lott said the six women
members of the Area I President's
Council
intended to use the
service and she said she hoped
others ·would see the benefit of the
escort service and use it also.

ECAC won't count
By Chet Patterson
Free admission into non-Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
(EC AC) hockey games, including those held last weekend at Snively
arena, is not included in the Student Athletic ticket, according to
Director of Recreation Michael O'Neil.
O'Neil added that ECAC games have not been covered by the
ticket since 1970.
Although "quite a few" students contacted athletic ticket
personnel about the games, O'Neil said that this represents "no
change in policy, just a clarification of policy."
Last year, the men's intercollegiate athletic ticket read, "Does not
admit student to playoffs, special events, or other athletic events."
This year the ticket reads, "Does not admit students to pre-or
post-season games, _tournaments, special events or non-ECAC
hockey games."
"It's the 'special events' part (of last year's ticket) that gets
confused," said O'Neil.
The next home hockey game which will be held November 25
against U. S. International will not be covered by the athletic ticket
because it is not an EC AC game.

The Seacoast Band (top) and the UNH 3 O'Clock Band played in the Johnson Theatre. (Barbie Walsh photo)
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Athletes were late for dinner- on Tuesday
By Milli'e Pelletier
At least 20 students were refused
entrance into Stillings Dining Hall
for the evening meal Tuesday.
Huddleston Dining Hall was
closed for the Veterans' Day
Holiday Tuesday. Athletes getting
out of late practice who can usually
eat at Huddleston, which stays
open until seven, had to go to
Stillings or Philbrook dining
Halls.
Kim Ullom, an exchange
student from Chico says,"l had
missed brunch. I knew they were
closing at six (o'clock) because of ,
the holiday, and Huddleston was

closed. I was the only one waiting
hard to make a cut off point: two
at the door at 6:0 I and they . minutes; five minutes(?)."
wouldn't let me in."
"It's kind of a bummer," Burns
Ullom continued, "I had two
added, "but if I let students in five
exams to study for and I knew I'd
minutes late, that's five more
be up late; you kind of want
minutes I have to ask students
something good in you. I could still
working to wait. Students don't
see a long line in there to the · realize we don't set the policy, but
bottom of the ramp. The guy just
we're just in the position to carry
looked at me and smiled. He just
rules out."
kind of nodded his head and
Another supervisor, Hank
turned away."
Ya·1cey said of the incident, "We
Bob Bums, "the guy",who was
he ✓ e to close on time. It's not just a
one of the student supervisors at
matter of two minutes, five
the doors, said "Sometimes I've
minutes, ... But students want to sit
been Mr. N iceguy and let five in,
and rap after they eat. And we have
but there arc always five more. It's
to run on a schedule to get the

We're up to here
1---~/"'~~inTurtlenecks
byDuofold®

workers out at seven."
Another · Dining Hall employee
(who wished to withhold her
name) said •·we run on comoutor
time which is roughly two to
four minufes ·raster than T-Hall.
But, the main problem is students
don't read notices."
According to all Dining H~ll
Staff, schedules were posted way m
advance at the serving line, inside
and outside the doors. Also,
following the brunch-dinner
schedule hence closing at six,
applies to any holiday, sayd
Ingebord Lock, Director of
Dining, Pettee House.
Many of the students turned
away were athletes who had just
gotten out of practice. Cheryl
Taatjes of the Women's Track
Team said, "I ran from practice
and two minutes after they locked
tne aoor tney woutan 't let me m. 1
was a little bit upset."
Also on indoor track, Karen
Ramsay said , "If we should have to
pay for a meal ticket it would be
nice to eat. And I think they should
go on University time, not their
own time ."
Chris Tranchemontagne, a
weight event member and RA in
Stoke added, "I think all the dining
halls should stay open until seven.
If an athlete lives in Area I or Ill,
it's a pain to go all the way over to
Huddleston."
Eric Elofson of the football team
comments, "I thought it was pretty
bush myself. Two minutes past six.
Someone did let us in, but then
they unplugged the computors and
wouldn't punch our cards."
One member of the UN H
Lacrosse team said, "I'm not ever
going to bus my tray. Two minutes
past six, ... and we can't even get a
meal. We didn't know they were

closing early and we'd all just come
down from practice. I was
bullshit." •• A bunch of us are just
not gonna bus our trays; we always
did in the past."
Mary Anna Barrat, a dining hall
employee who was, ••guarding the
door" noted, "I can see their point.
But that's a childish way of
approaching it and it accomplishes
nothing .. They were really rude. It
wasn't my fault-me a little door
guard."
"Those not bussing their trays
just make a lot of extra work for
innocent p(!ople," she continued.
"If they didn't dose the line at six,
those girls will be serving all night.
And all kinds of things have to be
done to clean up before we can
leave."
Director of Dining, lngebord
L o ck

said,

••Ev..:ry

s ingle

ucty

t!mployees have to encounter the
problem of turning students away.
If they seem a little angry or mean ,
they resent being rushed. They
have a whole bunch of cleaning to
do."
"We were not aware that athletic
practice were held on regular
schedule," Lock explained. "We
were not contacted about sports.
Usually Jack Garnett, manager
of Huddleston writes to inform the·
athletic departments. Perhaps _ if
we had known, something could
possibly have been arranged for
those athletes-say to bag a meal."
Lock added that the Residential
Life Council chairperson Liz
Nicholson will hold a meeting ·
Wednesday, November 19 at 6:30
p.m. in the test kitchen in the lower
level of Stillings .
"l think this is a very good
channel open to all students to
make suggestions about dining
hall procedures:" Lock said.

You'll enjoy our
class.
Right now we have a
large selection of colotful,
comfortable T-necks,
for both MEN and WOMEN.
Choose either solid
~olor or pattern in 100% cotton or cotton blends...
All are easy-care and easy-wearing to keep
you warm and make you feel as good as you look.
MEN'S sizes: S,M,L,XL
WOMEN'S sizes: S,M,L,

FROM $13

ALSO lrom cfuofold'
THE UNION SUITI
All cotton inner
layer and a wool,
cotton, nylon outer
layer-to keep you
warm under ski
clothes, jeans or
wear as pajamas ...
Red or Denim Blue MAIN STREET - DOWNTOWN DURHAM

Next to Young's Restaurant

Old Dover Rd. Newington

$25

Hannon's
16 Third St. Dover
{gnck«1tr£c«H1ter cl«@He«rN J anrlwic£es
&H«li& Stalks «naJe«foo£
{ol-!f(f,f_e O/J&H !i[/iqfi{c/osiftff -cfine

sekt'fiolt 0[1mportir£ a,r/;(aomesftc
oee'r.r ClllrfWHtC.

c«s«arrfress .Jo re.Ieri'(lfio1ts neeaea
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Corps is seeking funds
By Laura Meade

will provide life-long financing so c storage space.
the Corps can remain in operation
But the immediate goal of the
The Durham McGregor
funded solely by donations.
Corps is to raise the money needed
Memorial Ambulance Corps will
A successful fund drive each
for the new ambulance. The
kick off its first annual fund drive
year may completely finance all
this weekend in hopes of obtaining
outstan9ing balance on the 1980
non-expendable equipment, such
Ford-van type ambulance is
the balance of the cost of a new
ambulance, as well as to build its
as the supply of life-support
$3,399.00.
Donations can still be made in
reserves for the purchase of equipment, pagers for the
attendants, two-way radios for
memory of someone, and any size
necessary new equipment.
better communication in
contribution is accepted.
Residents in the towns of
emergency situations, and the
The fund drive is also aimed at
Durham, Lee and Madbury will
Corps' house, which provides
drawing new members into the
shortly receive pamphlets through
living quarters for student
Corps, either as attendants or in
the mail containing information
attendants as well as office and
about the Corps, including its
administrative positions.
history, present operations, needs
and goals.
The Corps began in 1968 as a
memorial tribute to Dr. George
McGregor, a physician who served
the three towns for several years.
When he <11ect on March 13, 1967,
the annual town meeting called for
the establishment of a suitable
memorial for McGregor for his
community service. The Corps was
founded one year later.
Wednesday morning in the same
Tuesday morning at Town and
Sinc·e its inception , the Corps
spot.
has been run and operated by a C_ampus on Main Street employees
The owner of the store, Jessie
volunteer staff. Its operating discovered a skunk in the alley who
Gangwer suspects that some local
budget comes from appropriations had taken temporary residence
town boys were responsible for the
by Durham, Lee , Madbury and the beside the hot air system of the
killing.
University of New Hampshire. But · store.
The distressed employees
Gangwer claims that his
contributions from these sources
daughter spotted the suspects
are not enough to keep the Corps attempted to delegate the
responsibility of disposing the
throwing rocks at the skunk the
operating efficiently.
night before and chased them
The Corps is also supplemented creature to the Durham Police
away.
with donations from citizens who who felt that it did not fall under
Memorial services for the skunk
have used the free service in the their jurisdiction.
The skunk was found slain
were not well attended.
past or who wanted to contribute
-Jeff Tyler
to the benefit of the Corps.
The recent order of a new
ambulance has greatly taxed the
resources of the Corps. This fund
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-:280) is .published and distributed semi- .
drive is aimed at establishing a
w~ekly throughout the academic year. Our offices aR located in.Room 151 ·
strong resource not only for a large
of the Memorial Union Building. UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
capital purchase, but also for other
Office hours: Monday and Friday 10 AM-2PM, Tuesday and Thursday 12materials not covered in its
2 PM. Wednesday 11-2 PM. Academic year subscription: S13.00. Third
operating budget.
class- postage paid at Durham; NH 03824. Advertisen should check their
All of the tax-deductible
ads the first day. The New Hampshire will Jn no ~ be rcss,9nsibte for
typographical or other errors. ~ut will reprint that part of an advertisement
donations received through the
in which a typographical errot ~ppcan, if noti.fied immediately.
fund drive will be placed in a
POSTMASTER: send address ~hanges to TM New Hampshire, 151 MUB, •
special savings account, The
UNH. Durham, NHi 03824. M,000 copies per issue printed at Courier
McGregor Memorial Trust Fund.
Publishina Co:, Rochester N.H. • ·
·
Over the years , the Corps hopes to
build the trust fund to a level which

Ooh,

ooh

that smell

* SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICES
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FRIDAY, November 14
-SPACE SCIENCE SEMINAR: Sputtering of Frozen Gases by
Energetic Particles: Application to Planetary Astronomy. Mr. L.
Lanzerotti, Bell Laboratories. Room 304, DeMerrit Hall, 3-4 p.m.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES' SERIES: Genetic and Biochemical
Studies on the Circadian Clock of Neurospora. Jerry Feldman,
Dept. Of Biology, U.C. at Santa Cruz. Sponsored by Zoology,
Intercollege Biological Sciences Organization. Room 208,
McConnell Hall, 3:30 p.m. Refreshments served.
·
GOURMET DINN ER: A Feastjn Sherwood Forest. Sponsored by
Hotel 667 Class. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m.closing. Sold Out.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: Exhibition match vs. Assabet Valey.
Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
FACUTLY LECTURE SERIES: Medical Ethics: Who Shall Live?
Who SHall Die? Who Decides?" Dr. Marc Hiller, Health
Administration. Sponsored by the Speakers Bureau/ Division of
Continuing Education, _New England Center. Berkshire Room,
New England Center, 8-10 p.m. Registration with the Division of
Continuing Education is requested, 862-2015 .
MU B PUB: The Daughters, New Wave Band. 8 p.m. Admission $1.

SATURDAY, November 15
HIGH SCHOOL PIANISTS' WORKSHOP: Ruth Edwards,
Coordin:.1tnr Rrntton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Preregistration and fee required.
GOURMET DINNER: A Feast in Sherwood Forest. Branite State
Room, Memorial Union, 6:30-closing. Sold Out.
MU B PUB: The Daughters, New Wave Band. 8 p .m. Admission $1.
SUNDAY, November 16
SENIOR RECITAL: Paula Debski, clarinet. Bratton Recital Hall,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
M USO FILM SERIES: JOHN WAYNE NIGHT: "Red River"
and "Stagecoach." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 and IO .
p .m . Admission$) or MUSO Film Pass.
GREAT BAY WIND SYMPHONY: Concert. Stanley Hettinger,
Director. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 8 p .m.
MU B PUB: Rick Bean with oldies . 8 p.m. 50¢ cover charge.
MONDAY, November l 7
TRENT ARTERBERRY: The "Mick Jagger of Mime"presents90
minutes of mime and special effects. Sponsored by MUSO. Granite
State Room ; Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission students $1.75 ;
non-students $3 .25.
WRITERS' SERIES: Nora Ephron, non-fiction writer, will be
reading from her own work. Collections of her essays include Crazy
Salad and Scribble, Scribble. Sponsored by UNH Writers ' Series.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m .
TUESDAY, Novembe~ l 8
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: The Roman Way. Richard
V. Desrosiers, AMLL (Classics). Room 303 , James Hall, 11 a .m.12:30 p.m.
RETURNING STUDENT LUNCHTIME SERIES: Math, Do
You Avoid It? Sharon Oja, Education. Sullivan Room, Memorial
Union, 12:30-2 p.m. For information and participation in other
programs , call Cynthia Shar, 862-2090 .
TUESDAY ART TALKS: The Evolution of Henri Gaudier
Breska 's Wrestlers relief in the Boston MFA . Francine Koslow.
Sponsored by Dept. of the Arts. Room A218 / 219, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 12:30-2 p.m.
STU DENT RECTIAL: Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts
Center, I p.m .
LIVEOAK: Three instrumental is t / singers of international acclaim
will perform Medieva1, Renaissance, and traditional folk music of
Spain. Sponsored by M USO. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8
_p .m . Admi ssion $1, at door.

··creative
Relafionships'•

,._
_.,+J
*Introductory Prices good until Dec. 1st, _1980

The Larkspur

NORTH FACE SKI .PARKA
'° -

Goosedown-Fill /or Warmth ·& Lightness
Super-Stylish, On or Off the Slope
Available in Separate Men's & Women's
Sizing & Style

MEN'S

WOMEN'S

Regular Price $120.
Special Introductory Price
$107.50
00

Regular Price $95. 00
Special Introductory Price
$83.50

lllildtms ·&ails
PETTEE BROOK LANE
DURHAM TEL. iu-55U

SfEQEl\J and CffRISUNE FlO'lD
TaESDA'?

l\JOOEMBER 18
TSO pm
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RM 201
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News in brief
Dean search
-Within the next few da1s the committee to search for a new dean
of Uberal Arts, headed by Arthur Borrer, will narrow down the
applicants for the position from 150 to six.
The committee is expected to·'announce the six candidates early
next week and will continue interviewing on campus between
November and Decerrfber before· coming to a final decision.

Writers' Series
Nora Ehpron, former reporter and writer for the New York Po~t
and New York Magazine and a contributing editor to Esquir_e will
speak in the UN H Writers' Series Monday, Nov. 17 at 8 p. m. in the
Strafford Room of the Memorial Union Building.
Her talk, co-sponsored by the UNH President's Office is free and
_
.
._
open to the public.
Ephron 's latest book, Scribble Scri~ble, 1s a_collect10n ?f columns
on the new.:, n-iedia which appeared 1n Esqu,n::. A prcY-1 ou.'l book,

Crazy Salad, sold 350,000 copies in paperback.

New mugs
White coffee mugs are the newest addition to the Philbrook
Dining Hall decor.
Three dozen white coffee mugs arrived by mistake in a shipment of
gold mugs and were first spotted in the dining hall during brunch last
·
Saturday.
"I ordered tan ones to go with our other china, but I suppose the
shipper made a mistake and sent us the white ones instead," said
Philbrook manager Charles Sawyer. 'TH probably consult several
other people to see if we keep them or not."
Neither Stillings nor Huddleston dining halls have the white cups,
according to Huddleston manager Clarence C. Garnett and Stilling's
manager Priscilla Caudill.
Huddleston uses china coffee mugs and Stillings has kept the gold,
plastic-type mugs also used by Philbrook.

The weather
Today will be mostly cloudy with a chance of a light shower. Highs
will be 40-45 degrees.
It will be partly cloudy tonight and tomorrow with lows tonight
from 22!.27 degrees and highs tomorrow from 37-42 degrees.
Winds will be west to northwest today, 5-10 mile,s per hours.
Precipitation probabilities are 30 percent today and 20 percent
tonight.
. The extended forecast calls for fair weather Sunday through
Tuesday except for a chance of flurries in the north on Monday and
Tuesday.

-FORTRAN OVERLAYS: One-session course covers the
CAREER
logic and specific commands· involved. Prerequisite:
FUTURES , CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT:
knowledge of Fortran and how to compile and execute a
Finding A Job , Monday, November 17, Gr;ifton Room,
program on the DE. Monday, November 17, Stoke
Memorial Union, 2: 10-4 p.m.
Cluster, 2-4 p.m.
CAREER INFROMATION SESSIONS: Staff
BEGINNING TIMESHARING ON THE DECIO: Twocounselors provide information on Career Planning and
session course provides instruction in the mechanics of
Placement for students. Wednesday, November 19,
terminal operation, the LOGIN procedure, and other
Balcony, Memorial Union, 1-4 p.m.
. commands. Prerequisite to many other short courses in
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT
Computer Services' Education Program. Tuesday and
WORKSHOPS: Resume Writing Workshop. Lecture Thursday, November 18 and 20, Stoke Cluster, 2:30-4:30
and discussion on written job-getting communication
p.m.
techniques. Monday, November 17 Forum Room,
COUNSELING CENTER WORKSHOPS
Dimond Library, 6:30 p.m.
EATING PROBLEMS: Starvers or Stuffers. Ellen
CLUBS AND ORGANIZA,TIONS
Becker and Cynthia Shar, Counseling Center. Schofield
IV LARGE GROUP FELLOWSHIP MEETING: .,
·
House, 7 p.m.
Steward Blancahrd will give a Bible exposition \ on ·
,GENERAL
Ephesians 2. Sponsored by IVCF. Friday, November 14,
FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT: Doubles and mixed
Room 218 McConnell, 7:30 p.m. Other activities: .Daily
doubles competition, Winners will go to ACU-1 Regional
Paryer Meetings, MBU, 12-1, Monday-Wednesday and
competition. Monday, November 17, Carroll Room,, ·
Friday, Room 320, Thursday Rockingham Room; Book
·
- Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m. Registration $1.
table: Tuesday and Wednesday 11-2, MUB; Bible studies
(Check book table or Friday meetings); office hours:
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT: Winners will
MUB, Room 146, Thursday 4-5, Friday 11-12.
represent UNH in regiional championship, Wednesday,
November 19, Hillsboro Room, Memorial Union, 6:30
COMPUTER SERVICES
p.m. Registration $1. Call Stan Copeland, 862-191-0, or,
· For registration or information on any of the courses
sign up at Games Area, Memorial Union, before
li_sted below, please call 862-3527.
November 18.

SAFC
continued from page one

mandates the yearbook be
"He's op.posed to feature Ieng.th puonsnea
, 1nsteaa or Just
films," Horton said.
providing students _with "an
STVN President Jim Emond
said his organization does want to opportunity to publish."
Cool-Aid, the student
show entertainment films with
and referral service,
intervention
production.
regular
has increased manpower and
•·There's no conflict with MUSO
because we don't show the same hours of operation.
The referral service was open
films," Emond said. "We
· weekdays from 6 to 12 p.m., in the
supplement each other."
basement of Schofield House. The
The big screen, if approved by
organization now plans tn be open
the Student Senate, may be in the
in the early morning hours and on
MU B by the end of next week,
weekends when possible.
according to Emond. It will be
The five year old Adopt=-Amounted on casters for mobility,
G rand parent program, where
but confined to use on the MU B's
students provide assistance and
second floor.
company to elderly citizens, was
According to Emond, the big
screen won't be used in the
Seacoast Lounge of the MU B. "It
may be used in the MU B cafeteria
on free nights," he said.
Other student organization
concepts discussed by SAFC
included the Granite yearbook,
Cool Aid, the Adopt-AGrandparent program and The
New Hampshire.
The yearbook made editorial
changes in The Granite's concept
description. In the past, the
concept ·stated yearbook staff
members should be "proviqed with
an opportunity to publish an
artful, pictorial, and literary
presentation of scholastic and
social aspects of the · academic
year."
Now, because of the tardy
.publication of yearbooks in the
past few years, the SAFC

The NewHampshire
The New Hampshire
is now accepting
applications for the
paid position of

Advertising
Associate.
The position begins
immediately and continues
thr _o ugh _ the semester.
Applications can be picked
up in Rms. 198 and 151 in
the basement of the MUB.

granted $10 IO for expenses. The
organization includes 80 students
who travel to area towns and
contribute time to help the elderly.
Students receive 17 cents a mile for
traveling expenses. Use of the
Kari-VAn reduced the Adopt-AGrandparent budget by $49 this
year. Last year's budget was $1059.
The possibility of The New
Hampshire s becoming independent from Studenf Activity
funding will remain dormant for at
least another year, Horton said.
The paper now receives $40,560 of
its $76,565 budget from
advertising. The remaining
$25,000 comes from SAF tax.

The best contact
-of~urlife.
For·an
unforgetable fall.
1

_"Feel Safe" 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits.
No obligation in-office trial.
Complete eyeglass and
eye examination services.
Fitting by Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
Optometrist.
In-office service plan·available-

123 Market Street, in the Historic Dis tric t
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603 ) 436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM .

;-
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A MASTER OF MIME
Monday;November 17, 1980
8:00 p.m.

Granite State Room
Tickets on sale now
at MUB Ticket Office
Students $1.75
Non-Students $3.25

__________

..,__

NBC-TV .·

Thursday and Sunday Nights

RICI( BEAN ·

Tuesday, N·o vember 18, 1980

LIVE OAK
An Evening of
Celtic Music
Strafford Room of the MUB
$1

With His MUB PUB Dances
Thursday-Newies
S unda y-O ldies
8:00 pm
YOU CAN'T BEAT BEAN!

THE ·
DAUGHTER S

A Blend of British and . Friday and Saturday,
Xmerican Rock .and Roll November 14and 15

MUB PUB
$1 .

*Friday's show will -be broadcast live on
WUNH
MUSO
Memorial Un ion Student Organizati on
862-1485

.!

~
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MUSO PRESENTS

"BRILLIANT!"
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Rap~
continued from page one
rumors had evidently come from a
lecture which was given, and the
information was minconstrued,"
she said.
She said people istening _to
Katherine Speare, a psychologist
at Schofield House ijpparently
confused the terms sexual
harassment and rape. Speare was
unavailable for comment.
President Handler while
speaking to about 70 students l~st
week said there was not a high
incidence of rape on campus, and
Gregg Sanborn, acting president
of student affairs stressed the
major differnce between sexual
assault which consists of .. verbal
abuse or touching, and rape."
'"There have been no reported
rapes on campus. That's not to say
students haven't been raped. There
have been cases of simple ~~d

sexual assault,"said campus pohce
officer and member of the UNH
rape task force, Pat Hanson.
.. There's a lot of rouors not
substantiated by us. We've heard
of one case when one male had
been raped by another male," she
said.
Hanson said security in the
dormitories at UNH is terrible and
that lighting could be three times
as bright.
Kim Sherburne, a member of
the sexual harassment task force
which is coordinated . by the
women's commission at UN H said
.. she knows of numerous cases of
sexual harassment and suspects
many cases of unreported rapes.
"Verbal harassment is much
more subtle than sexual assault,
and I know of lots of cases of
sexual harassment. My sense is
that there are many more
unreported rapes than people -are
led to believe," she said.
Sherburne said the rumors have
increased awareness of sexual
:-ihn<.P

on

campus

~nd

in

her on campus.
Linda Stowe, head resident at
Stoke Hall said that through
meetings and the escort system
recently inacted at Stoke they are
trying to "get as much accurate
information available to women as
possible."
"Myfeeling is people ~re very
concerned about rape. It 1s a very
frightening and emotion~! issue
and when people start heanng and
talking about it things snowball
and maybe one sexual assault
turns into ten rapes," she said .

unH IUOfflEl'S CENTER
WILL PRESENT

A CONCERT OF WOMEN'S MUSI
featuring

fflEI CHRISTIAN
8:00 pm, MONDAY
NOVEMBER 24, 1980
GRANITE STATE R~OM

one

Red Cross

instance brought about the report
of a rape previously unknown to

MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING, UNH
TICKETS AT MVB TICKET OFFICE AND A
DOOR

STUDENTS $4.00
NON-STUDENTS $5.00

MUSO Presents

LIVE OAH
A Wonderful Night
of Celtic Music
Tuesday, November 18, 1980
8 pm - Strafford Room

$1
.ll

I'·"''

.H,•11wrial l '11io11 ·"'""''"' Orp;a11i:mlio11
862-1 -1-H.i

Is everyone telling you there aren't any jobs?

Polyester cord

Fiberglass belted

SNOW TIRES

RADIAL SNOW TIRE

AS LOW AS

AS LOW AS

50
6.00-12 Blackwall.
Plus $1.70 F.E.T.

45

s

What if you don't find a job in the newspaper?
Do you want the inside scoop ofi getting a job?
Come to:

Finding A Job
Monday, _November 17

2:10;..4:00

P155/80R13 Blackwall.
Plus $1 .86 F.E.T.

NO TRADE-IN NEEDED!
Other §izes and whitewalls low priced too!
Ice grip studs available where law permits

Sale Ends November 22

Career Programs Sponsored by:
Career Planning and Placement Service
Counseling & Testing Center
Liberal Arts Advising Center

~ 1 THE NEW l;if\MPSHIFJ~ F,RIDAY, ~QVEMBER. 14r .1 980
~.,,.,, '
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ARTISTS WANTED

. Surcharge
continued from page one
Coates is pleased with the rebate
proposal. "It's an incaentive for
student conservation," he said.
"The more people conserve, the
bigger the checks will be."
In electrically heated dorms on
campus, heat can be kept to a
minimum, or shut off when not
needed. In some older dorms this is
difficult, but lights and stereos can
be shut off, when not needed, and
students can take shorter showers.
"It all adds up," Houpis s~id.
According to Prince, the Board
will most likely accept the
committee recommendations.

AMERICAN!
CANCER
SOCIETY ~

®

Consumer/Ten ant
Awareness Week
needs a ·publicity _ poster.
contest winner for best
poster · will be treated to
dinn_e r for two ·at the new
Riverworks Tavern on Main
Street in Newmarket.
Pick up design criteria/or poster
at the L'ommuter / 'J'ransjer
Center in Rm. 136 of the MUB.
Must submit completed design by
Dec. 5.

This space contributed by the publisher
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SULLIVAN TIRE

co.

Go Wildcats Go! St~dents
c'mon in and ask about our
UNH Group purchase discount ·
Tires, brakes, Front end work.

!
I·_,

Sullivan Tire Co.

\..

FOOD & DRINK

778-0516
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WILDLIFE PHOTO CONTEST
Theme: Wildlife in America
Open to All UNH Students

Winners will he
chosen based on:·
.1) technique
2) artistic merit of photo
3) subject matter

All entries due bu nouember 26th
.
at 4 a.m.
To turn in entries or inquire further
go to Room 3, Pettee Hall

CLASS
RING SALES

2 BALLARD STREET
DUR-HAM, N.H. 03824

(\

~{t>
.j)

~~

11:00 AM to MIDNIGHT~,.,.
603-868-7456

+0 ~~

<

0~

ob

OUTSIDE Strafford Room
Memorial Union

Stay
Awhile
With
Friends

PLEASE iVGE
COME IN ON ·
SUNDAY NIGHT FOR COMEDY NIGHT
IN THE CRESCENT LOUNGE

r------------------,1
Coupon
1

lI
I
I

Good for $1 off
On Fried Clams, Haddock,
or Sole Dinner
Good Thru December 1, 1980

j

I
1
I

~--~~--------------~
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§
=
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Portsmouth Ave. Exeter

l) transparencies
2) color prints
3) black and white prints

7

~-

i-

7 Central Ave. Dover

742-5054

3 Separate Catagories

THE TIN PALACE

j

Tuesday & Wednesday
November 18th & 19th

10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
SPONSORED BY
SENIOR KEY
HONOR SOCIETY
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Editorial
Poulton did not pack his h~gs for Colorado
I

I
I

\

legislature which "will enable us to obtain a level
of state support without having to have
"
.
enormous increases.
Poulton admitted that once in a while he may
regret his decision to stay here in Durham rathe r
than head for the Colorado mountains.
But the fact is that Poulton made a decision
based on his concern for our University.
The Board ofTrustees applauded his decision.
Poulton is "happy" with his choice.

He gave up an extra $11,000 a year to stay ~s
\
the supervisor of the three campuses.
"When I considered everything, I thought the
opportunity should take a second seat for \a
while," . Po~lton said on October 24, when lie
made the decision. 'The state, and Governor
Hugh Gallen and the University have been gredt
.t o Bruce Poulton and his family in the past" ',
But that statement doesn't mean Poultort
could nqt leave. He had the chance but, as th~
only Umversiiy ch a ncellor. h E> sRiiJ hP ronlrt n o1
go now with two new pr«sidents, one at UNl-I
1
and one at·Keene.
Besides he said he does not want to leave his
job undone. He has to continue developing a new
budgetary strategy with the Governor and the

It went by nearly unnoticed--surround~d by
successive top-level resignations.
No one seemed to pay attention because
University System Chancellor Bruce Poulton
went against the norm. He decided to stay at
UNH instead ofleaving along with several vicepresidents and deans.
Poulton, 50, who has been head of the system
since 1975, had been named one of the five
finalists for the. presidency of Colorado State
University in Fo1t Collins, Colorado.
Then after he visited the other campus it was
expected that within months he would simply
join the ranks ofotherformerUniversityofficials
who had sought more profitable positions.
Poulton fooled us ·all.

II

It i o unfort~na.tc for the

~tuLkut::,,

fac u lty and

administrators, that more administrators did not
follow Poulton's example--and then we would
have a few less search committees.

RUITlORS"

------.,..r--------

The one +hat 90t ~ !

By Laura Flynn

•

,

Unreported : crimes will never he Solved
A woman walks up to a bar in Durham to order
a drink and is pinched on her breast by:a man
sitting at the bar.
She is startled, jumps away from the bar and
, leaves to go back .to her room, too shaken to
rejoin her friends at their table.
Hours later, when she has calmed dm\·n in her
room, she reconsideres the incident and
wonders if she overreacted. She reasons that it
probably happens to every woman at som~ point
!
or another.
She decides not to report the incident. to the
police because she feels that catd1in,g her
assailant would not be worth the effo11 and the
humiliation she might have to withstand while
describing the assault
The incident described above is labeled "a
simple assault" under New Hampshire law. To
date, there have been nine .reported cases of
simple and sexual assaults at UNH this
semester.

UNH police, counselors, and administrators
suspect that many more simple assaults go
unreported, and the victims are both men and .
women.
Rumors of 15, 20 or more rapes and sexual
assaults on campus have spurred the formation
of escort systems first in individual dorms
including Stoke Hall and Congreve I fall and then
to an area wide escort syste m in Area I.
Students are afraid to walk alone at night on
·
campus.
Rumors, alone, caused this reaction.
The police have no reports of rape on campus
this semester.
Forming escort systems and making people
aware of potential dangers ·on campus may help
prevent future assaults.
They may make a woman think twice before
waking home alone late at night.
But they will not provide punishments for

those people who haw already committed
simple and sexual assaults and rape. And they
will not stop these people from assaulting
someone else.
"It takes a lot of guts for a student to say she's
been raped," said police officer Pat Hansen, a
member of the UNH Rape Task Forc e.
But what is more difficult to bear: reli\:ing a
painful experience in order to p revent the
incident from happening to someone else, or
keeping the incident hidden and giving the
assailant a chance to humiliate and injure
someone else?
Too many people pick the latte r choice. Simple
assaults, sexual harrassment, s exual assaults,
and rape are humiliating, scarring expe riences to
\\'hich no one should have to b e subjected.
But they will n ot be stopped if th ey are not
rcportc c~ Rumors cause o nl y panic , not
solution . .

Letters
Handler
To the Ed itor:
I wo ul d like to take exception to one
statement appearing in The Nev,
Hampshire article of Friday.
November 7 concerning my remarks to
the Mortar Board at the No\'embl.'.r 5

eve ning meeting.
At th at meeting I res ponded to a
q uestion concerning new dormitory
space with the obsen·ation t ha t v.e are
making plan!. for a 400-bed faci lity. I
did not indicate that Lot A would be
the site of the nev. do rm. nor did I
indicate an'.I particular or po~sible site.
I merely· noted that whatever the
location it would in all likelihood

111co nve nie nce so me indi\ idua ls .
Second. I would li ke to co mmrnt on
an ite m which ap peared in the
:\O\ember 4 issue ol The 1\e11 ·
Hampsh ire co ncerning the decn.:ast: in
the energy surcharge_ lt ,hould be
noted t hat the surcharne reduction j,., a
recommendat ion onl\·~at t hi, time . 1\o
final action has as yet.been · . ken by 1he
Board of rrustees and ,.1 1.. n.:ducuon

v.i ll not be officia l unt il such ac tion is
taken.
he !) n E. Handler
President

Med school
I o Lhe Editor:
I read with di~may the lclter to thl·

t.diwr concerning ihe po~~ibil11:, 01 ..

medical school al l :\ H ( 7 :\m .1980 1.
The author contended that ~uch ne,,
program:- should not he co11:,1dered
until current progn.tn h arc supported
lO the ~a ti:,faction of rho~e \\ ho operate
them .
!. too. lamenl the :,talt.: of !ht.:
t·,,:·~ :,try program . thc l.ihrary. m,1n:,
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of our buildings; and of course, our _ started giving fair representation to
salaries. However, the most lamentable
Ronald Reagan, our new President,
thing I have seen at UNH \s _ an
regardless of their reporter's own
unfortunate tendency for the amb1t1ons
personal views.
and efforts of others to be viewed as
This country has been "sliding and
threats rather than contributions to
falling on its face"(as Todd Balf stated)
academic life.
for the pa$t four years and it was
Each program must stand or fall ~>n
obvious on November 4th that the
its own merit and the efforts of its
American public knew it. It'~ al_so
advocates. We of the staff do little to
obvious that the author of the ed1tonal
promote excellence at UN H by
and some of the other reporters for this
complaining of the effor~s of others t~e
newspaper are in the minority--one
way that students sometimes complain
can't possibly believe that so many
about honor students. Let's stn.:ss the
Americans felt there wasn't a choice of
value of our own programs rather t~an
a Presidential candidate. There was a
attacking worthwhile propos~I~ wh1ch
choice and the people, forcefully made
will certainly encounter d1fficult1es
it.
enough in a world of iimited resources .
It was also obvious November 4th
fhomas E. Moore
that the majority of American voters
Physics / Space Science Center didn't think that they will "suffer"from
electing Ronald Reagan our 40th
president of the United States.
Mary Jennifer Johnson
Stoke Hall
To the Editor:
As a member of a band that recen~ly
performed in the pub of th~ Memorial
Union Building on the University of
New Hampshire campu_s, (True
To the Editor:
.
Confessions with Lousey Neighbors on
Chris Wuensch's poorl~ . wntten
l\ovember I st), I am writing to e~ho the
article concerning the op1111ons _of
sentiments of the two acts re~a:J111g the
Professor Trout about ho~ the Sov.1et
blatant lack of professionalism shown
leadership views Pres1d _e nt-elect
us by MUSO.
Reagan was inaccurate m many
Having in the past ~haired a
respects.
booking/ ho spitality committee at a
The first inaccurate statement
Massachusetts college and through
concerned the meaning of the word
experiences playing at other schools,
SALT. SALT does not mean strategic
rve come to know what to expect when
arms limitation treaty. SALT stands
contracted by a University s~ch as
for strategic arms limitation talks . Tl')e
yo_urs. I feel I'm accu~ately ec~omg ~he
correct reference in the article should
sentiments of the performers 111 stating
have been to the SALT II arms treaty.
that all were appalled by the la_ck _of
The second misinterpretation
interest, cooperation an<,i hospitality
occurred when it was said that Reagan
~ii,,wn us by M USO and the pub staff._ wants to "scrap" SALT. Reagan
wants .
Rather 1h<111 re1a1i,1J a stnng ol
to renegotiate the SALT 1_1 arms treaty
incidences and policies we foun~
because it tips the strategic balance of
unnecessary and offensive, may It
nuclear weapons systems in th~ Soviets' ·
suffice to say that we feel that as a result
direction.
of M USO's attitude toward a_n event
The thir,d error made by Wuens~n
sponsored by them, the evening was concerned ;an alleged letter the Soviet
frustrating and unpleasant for all the government had s_e nt to some unnamed
perf9rmers involved .
person in ihe United States . . Wuensch
~arry Dutra said this letter contained an
endorsement of President Carter. I do
not believ~ that the Politburo ~as ever
endorsed a candidate for President of
To the Editor:
.
the United States.
I found the editorial cartoon m last
I must ,;nake a few final comn:ient_s on
Friday's paper to be of ~xtremely_poor
the article. The Soviet leadership views
taste. I view this insinuation as an insult
the election of Ronald Reagan as a
to myself and any member of t~e
positive ;step. in the improvement of
student body who values our way of life
Soviet-American relations. lnde~d.
and has an appreciation for all that the
detente was initiated by a cons~rvat1ve
United States has given up in order to
Republican predecessor-Richard
achieve that way of life, espeicaliy the
Nixon. Nixon successfully co~cluded
incredible number of lost lives.
.
the SALT I arms treaty with the
Furthermore, it is my understanding
Soviets:
that an editor•ial, or in this cas~ and
The Soviet Politburo has been
editorial cartoon, is an opportunity for
resigned to the fact that the SA~ T 11
an editor to voice his opinion on a
arms treaty has to be renegotiated.
particular issue. And upo~ wh~t _has
They view Reagan as a person who can
Brion O'Conner based this · bnllia~t
deliver I on his promises such as
creation? I would be truly amazed if
ratification of a revised SALT II treaty
Mr. O'conner could establish a~y so~t
by the Republican controlled Senate.
of proof as to the ac_c uracy 1_n his
Contrar,y to your article, I bel\eve the
reflections of these supposed attitudes · election , of Ronald Reagan will thaw
of us, the students.
. the freeze that has occurred in SovietIt is certainly a shame that Mr.
American relations during the
O'Conner's memory can take him bac11. 1 accident-prone presidency of Jimmy
only as far as the Vietn~m war. ~aybe · Carter. 1·
In the future, this
he could attend a cla~s 1~ U .S: Hi st ory
. r should send reporters who
at one of the local Junior highs and -- inewspape .
eporting when
.
h
discover w at we a Ill earn edyearsago · ·.use . preciser
,•
f· ulty members about
that our freedom did not arrive _o_ver mt~rv?;~~g f _an~erest.
night. ·1 hen he could take a p_olit1~al
their ie, s o I
Jon Abramson
science course here at the University
' .
Political Science Major
where he might learn that our way of
life is still threatened by the
philosophies and doc_tri_nes of the
Soviet Union and that _it. 1s not to our
advantage to ignore this _threa! .
Many of us do recognize this threat
and are willing to stand up for what we To the Editor:
believe in . Freedom isn't free .
I would like to mention my approval
Christopher 8 . Hoag. of the argument presented (in the
Letter to the Editor II/ 7 / 80) con_cerned
with rape on campus. I am inclined to
agree w\th Anderson, et. al. ,. that The
Nett· Hampshire\ coverage <;>f. rape and
To the Editor:
other socially important issues has
As a UN H freshman, I was r~ally
been in4le4uate.
.
tired of the biased reports and articles
As one of' the major informat10~ an_d
that The New Hampshi:e repo~ted
media devices on campus, 1t 1s
before the 1980 Presidential Election .
importa6t to expose the st_udent
The special "issue articl~~,, on the
commurlity to s uch relevant topics ..
ca11did:itc,, in the October 28th paper·
Certa (nly an important media
we re poor, but the e'd1tona1 ana
function ; is to report current news, but
cartoon on Ronald Reagan that
it would seem equally importa!1t to
appeared in the Novembe_r _7th The
present ia com_p_lete picture o! our
New Hampshire were rid1cu~ous ..
University. poht1cally, econom1ca_lly,
Implying a totally different mea~mg to
and socially, etc., rather than surface
Ronald Reagan's statement m_ the
images . u( Who runs the book loft at
debate (about racial problef!!S while he
T'n Cs. i, for example, or how many
wa s growing _up) and wnt~~g . wh~.~
rriovie theaters there are in Newington
programs this r~porter . th1!1k s
is not what I am trying to infer when I
Ronald Reagan will cut with hi s 30
speak of social awarenes s. )
.
perce nt ta x cut plan is a _very nonWithout trying to blame ~nyone, 1t
profess iona l wa y o f Jo urnalism .
would seem pe rtinent that iss ue~ lik e
Al so, why doesn ·t the reporter
rape be a ddres sed and not cast a sid e a s
ex pl a in wh a t he ~can s by _the
"someone else's proble m ".
.. intimid a ti o n" technique he cla ims
Secondl y. I would like to comment
Ro na ld Rea ga n will now use in fa vo r o f
on J . Gregg Sa nborn's state ment 111 t_he
the S ALT treaties'! I've neve r heard
a rticle (N. H. -11 /7 , 80) dealing ~ 1th
R o n a ld R eaga n m e nti o n th a t
President Ha ndl er's qu esti o n sessi o n.
tec hnique th ro ug ho ut his _ca_~pa ign.
Sa nb o rn was supp o rtin g a co mme nt
A nd Ro na ld Reagan has " hi s f 111ger o n
made by Ha ndler co nce rnin g_ r~pe o n
the bu tt o n?'' Isn·t it o bvio us tha t it was
ca mp us: , "T here's a bi g _diff ere nce
act ua ll y Jimm y Ca rt er a nd hi s
be t ween sex ua l ass ua lt . whi ch cna b~
a d m inis t ratio n w hi c h p l~ced th is
\ e rba l ab use o r to uchin g, a nd rape.
co unt ry i~ s uc h a ~e ri ous a nd
Ac tu a ll v. 1 sec little di ffere nce. a nd
inadeq uate mili ta ry pred icamen t th a t
lurthc r(non.:, I see the two a!-. close ly
t he Sov iets are th e ones mov in g closer
n: la tud.
to th e " but ton'?'·.
f tta inl-: Mr.' San born\ commen t was
1t·s a bo ut ti me thi s newspa per
a p(ilO r afld insem, iti ve rcsponsl.!

MUSO

SALT.

P.r ide in U.S.

Rape

Reagan
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reflecting prevailing legal and
administrative attitudes toward the
male-female relafionsh·1p mour soc"iety.
I am especially disappointed that the
comment was made by a high level
(newly promoted) University official. ·
Perhaps Mr. Sanborn feels that a
distinction between sexual assault and
rape is just and necessary and that they
are indeed two separate offenses.
( Incidentally, are you implying that
there are no rapes but just sexual
assault. And because sexual assault is
not rape tha~ is justifies less
importance? Administratively?
Socially?
I think you are very wrong. Yes, they
may be classified as two separate legal
offenses, but th~y are caused by the
same social problem.
Sexual male aggression, degradation, and subjugation towards femaks
is a social proble~, an attitude which
must be addressed and brought to the
surface.
It starts with individuals in
responsible social pos_itions. '( <?U ar~ in
a responsible academic, admm1strat1ve
and social position.
Changing an attitude inclue_s mor
than just changing structure, 1t also
means that our internal perceptions of
ourselves as human beings must
change. The essence of our societal
rela~ionship has reached abs~rd
proportions when : we must provide
escort to protect: ourselves from
personal attacks. Do you agree?
I like President Handler's statement,
"Let's treat everybody like individuals.
There's nothing profound there. .
The Greeks can't be held responsible
but they can help. The Greek system is
_the larges social institution on campus.
The attitude must change, and
eventually it will change, but it's going
to take ·a lot of work .
I'm generally optimistic. I'd like to
think that most people have the
capacity to change for the better. We all
stand room for improvement.
It just takes a closer and more in
depth look at who we are to get a better
idea of who we'll be (or what we could
be).
Just because there are no legal facts
·or statistics doesn't mean there isn't a
problem.
Stephen Burnside

Parking
To the Editor:
On any issue there are many differ~nt
sides, views or opinions. The ~arkmg
and traffic situation is no different.
However, extensive counter and COU!1tcounter editorials are not productive
for anyone involved.
.
.l0hn Gnlham seems to have his own
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opinions anq solutions on w~at shout~
be done or what the problem really 1s
concerning parking on UN H: Rat~er
than waste Graham's or my time with
another boring letter, I invite Mr.
Graham to a Financial Affairs and
Administration council meeting on
November 20th at 2 p.m. in the
,Hanover Room of the MU 8.
' If Mr. Graham is an authonty ~n
Parking and Traffic,_ I hope he will
share his knowledge with those who are
in a position to induce change. If he
believes something should a_n9 ~01;1td be
done I hope he will ta_ke the 1!11t1at1ve to
do something about 1t, despite the fact
that he is a graduate student :-vho has
parking readily available to him._

1 Anyone else w~o has ide~s,
sµggestions, or questions on par~mg
at e welcome to attend the meeting.
Uet's get these changes out of the pap~r
ahd on the books! It will only happen 1f
work together on it.
.
'
Christy Houp1s
'
Chairperson
f ·inancial Affairs and Administration
·
Student Senate
1

we

Free lectures
T~l the Editor:
~very college student knows t~at
ed4cation has become an expensive
proposition. Each lecture, lab ,
woi;kshop, or conference has a pricetag.j But there are free educa~ional
experiences within a college climate
where a student can "make up the
difference." At the University of New
Hampshire we're fortunate to have the
Saul Sid ore Lecture Series, also known
as Issues.
The Sidore Lecture Series is a nonprofit organizatio~ whose purp~se is to
offer the University community, the
Manchester area, and the state of New
Hampshire programs that raise critical
and controversial issues facing our
society today. Speakers _such as
Alexander Ginz.berg, Alger H 1ss, Shere
Hite and Simon Weisenthal have been
pres;nted in the past. _This year
speakers will discuss orgamzed cni:ne,
the Shroud of · Turin, workaholics,
toxic wastes, and more.
Question-and-answer periods follow
each lecture and students can talk
directly with the experts. The series is
not only educational it's exciting, and
importantly ( for cash-lean students) it's
free .

Religion
To the Editor:
Dear Lindy Lou Knauf:
We are sorry that you became so
upset by Ms. Prescott's article, and we
respect your aim to be a caring,
sensitive and loving human being.
However there are better ways to do
this than the one vou are following, and
indeed there is only one way. In John
14:6, Jesus said: "I am the way and the
truth an'd the life. No one comes to the
Father but through me."
Moon's doctrine, the Divine
Principle, states that "God's plan was
tragically thwarted by the crucifixion
of Jesus." Yet, in Luke 22:22 Jesus
clearly states that: "I must die. It is part
of God's plan." Obviously, the two
doctrines contradict.
As for us, we prefer the Truths
contained in the Bible. We certa1n.ly
wouldn't have much faith in a Uod
whose plans get ruined by mere human
beings.
No , God had a reason for the death
of his son. Christ died for us as a token
of God's Forgiveness for all the times
we have turned against him in the past,
and will turn against him in the future.
Where are you going when you die?
Jesus gives us two choices: Heaven and
Hell. and from what He says
concern·i ng Hell, that destination
sounds pretty gruesome.
But ffe gives us the way to Heaven.
Not only must we be loving, caring and
sensitive human beings, but first and
foremost, we must accept Jesus Christ
as Lord and Saviour of our lives. The
choice, it seems to us, is obvious.
Lastly, we would like to point out
that 1 in the book of Revelation, we are
warned many times of an anti-Christ
wh'o will come. We are not sure exactly
who Mr. Moon is, but we do know one
fact. Mr. Moon's original name was
Yong Myung Moon. "Yong" can be
translated to mean dragon. Revelation
12: 1-9 speaks of the coming of ad rag on
with some not-very pleasant
implications. What a coincidence,
hnrmm?
We are also willing to share our faith,
just as you are, and pray that God will
work in your heart and lead you back
onto the right path. His.
Cindy Garvin
Dawn levesq ue

Kathryn Kross
( For more information about Isues
lectures, pick up a brochure at the
Information Desk in the MUB.)

More letters
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~Arts & Features
Doc Watson--even cowboys sing the blues
By Joel Brown

.... .
0-oc Watson (Jonathan Blake photo)

As there never was a horse like
the Tennessee Stud, there may
never be a guitarist like North
Carolina's Doc Watson.
The 57-year old down-home
guitar wizard gave a short but
typically brilliant show in The
Granite State Room of the MU B
Sunday night.
In little over an hour, the
sightless Watson played bluegrass
licks faster than a speeding bullet,
smoky Chicago blues, typical
country and western tearjerkers
and an encore ot rousing 50's
rockabilly. By the time he was
through, there was what he'd call
considerable steppin' going on in
the cleared space beside the stage,
and up and down the aisles.
After the opening set by Mary
McCaslin and Jim Ringer, Doc
and · guitarist Cliff Miller, and
Nashville bassist T . . Michael
Coleman took the stage and settled
down in three sensible wooden
chairs recruited from SCOPE
President Jim Puglisi's kitchen. No
rhinestone suits for Doc; he wore
boots, a black leather vest, a
checkered workshirt, and a haircut
that was clearly done by a barber,
not a 'stylist'.
"This is a tune called 'A Little
Deeper in the Well'," Doc
announced, and the first touch of
his fingers to the strings brought
whoops from the older-than-usual
UNH crowd.
"Deeper in the Well" is straight
bluegrass, but by the second song,
Doc began to showcase his wider
talents. Kokomo Arnold's "Milk
Cow Blues" gave Doc a chance to
growl the blues, and the licks he
played on the harp fastened
around his neck were positively
steamm'. When his solo in midsong briefly went awry, Doc
stopped, chuckled, "H mmm.
a little rocky there," then regained
the upper hand immediately with a
wild burst of notes that would have
snapped the neck of one'of those $5
guitars kids take their first lessons

southern fingers somehow turned
Watson's son Merle, who
to bouncy, driving music; Doc may
usually plays a six-string alongside
be blind, but you could hear in the
his father, recently "messed his
song _;hat he knew people were
hands up real bad" in a trail bike
accident, Doc informed the crowd, . danc1tig.
Finally Doc announced
and won't be "picking for a long
"Tenness_ee Stud," and the opening
spell." But Coleman laid down a
notes were los! in the roar of
solid, rumbling foundation for
approval from the crowd. There
Doc's music, though his blowwas a time, two or three years ago,
dried hair and shiny clothes were
when you couldn't go outside in
out of place riext to Doc's craggy
New Hampshire without hearing a ·
profile. Carolina boy Miller was a
version of this bluegrass classic;
fine guitarist and even looked like
more often than not, the performer
Merle Watson, but his playing was
learned the song from one of Doc's
sometimes lost in the sound mix.
r...:corded versions, and this live one
Next was a Bill Cheatham tune
was no letdown.
that Doc picked in the precise
Precise fingerings, split-second
rapid-fire style since popularized
timing on the song's pregnant
by Norman Blake and others. At
paused, and that mellow baritone,
its best, there is algebra in this kind
made this THE version of
of picking; the spareness of the
"Tennessee Stud.•· The near-.
sound brings forward the
sellout crowd loved it, so that Doc
complexity of the notes, which is
was drawn back for an encore,
like a quadratic equation - leading
which he usually doesn't play. He
to a powerfully logical resolution.
told about making his living in the
Doc then moved through Otto
50's playing rockabilly with a bar
Wood's "old-timey" "Rovin' on a
band. and launched into a
Winter's Night," and flat-picked a
climactic, hoppin' medley of "Blue
jovial version of "Sweet Georgia
Suede Shoes," ·~Tutti Fruitti," and
Brown." Doc does not lack for
"Whole Lotta Shakin."
versatility.
By now a lonesome curl was
straggling down Doc's forehead as
California singer / songwriters
he sidled through "Deep River
Mary McCaslin and Jim Ringer, a
Blues," then brought out his
husband and wife duo, opened the
"apple-flavored harp" for "Freight
show wifh a set that was almost as
Train Boogie." Another
long as Doc's, playing both
instrumental set to a story about
together and alone. Ringer is large
Billy Graham and Oral Roberts
and rugged looking, and McCaslin
arriving at Heaven's gate led into
small and gentle; their voices
"Gal-picking Time" by Jimmy
compare that way. too: their work
Rodgers, and "The Last Thing on
was simple and often affecting.
My Mind," a poignant Tom
But Mccaslin had the rugged
Paxton composition that
disposition, at least on Sunday
showcased Doc's honeyed
night. Ringer was full of stories,
baritone.
- jokes good ~nd
d, and was
"Thisisasongbyaguyonthe
generally a cr,wd pleaser:
old 78's called· Bar-B-Que Bob," · McCaslin seemec' J want only to
was his introduction to "You
sing - NS PLUF RHWIE NWQ
Don't Know My Mind,'' and then
and plug their new albums. She
Doc said "Black Mountain Rag''
repeatedly cut her husband short
and dancers skipped down to the
with a curt remark or an
front for a free-form hoedown to
exhasperated look. I can"t
one of Doc's most famous and
understand why anyone would cut
technically demanding-tunes. The
off such an entertaining part of
stunning precision of his thick
their own show .

t·

.Rough Draft by Dunc.an McNeill

•
I T_racery~ graven images, and· right rain
Three states to go. Were-· it within my power to·
summon forth in a twinkling and without recourse to
the tiresome elephantine procession of words on
sentences that after a time establishes an intimacy of
understanding between a writer and his audience, a
solitary image or fragmentary series of impressions
that of themselves create an environment, could
anyone fault me for doing so? This metaphor, ifl may
call it such, is appended to an occasion I mean to
recount, one I think warrants special treatment and
may yet vindicate this overlong introduction, though
it no longer seems to me a personal experience, but
more a happenstance that has befallen a close friend
who has taken the trouble to relate at different times
and in varying degrees ofdetail, a number ofanecdotes
pertaining to a single incident whose strange and
undisclosed sanctity they never violate but which by
their position and frequency indicate a more solemn
purpose or underlying meaning, as lumps ofgranite so
arranged denote a graveyard. The aforementioned
image is a simple one; unrelieved darkness. Or
actually, if experience and its attempted
representation are to enjoy close correspondence,
darkness intermitantly aggravated by distantarclights
raw with rain and, at long intervals, lurid motel neon
captured on the windows ofpassing cars in tremulous
droplets that gather like primordial ·dust into great
angry planets. However much I might prefer to locate
my former self ( whose physiognomy, absurdly, I am
sometimes able to trace in the .mirror above my
bureau, his nose a flabby mushroom pressed full
against the glass, phantoms of breath trailing off into
the tenible cold of an inverse world) in a more
amenable circumstance than that in which a proper
regard for accuracy finds him, it isn't my place to
revise the pas! or allow it to assume, by dint of
ommissions, a more pleasing aspect.
It is well after midnight; the World Series is at hand,
the Grand Nationals get under way later this morning
a hundred miles to the east at Watkins Glen, people
the nation over are settling down to bed after the

raucous revelry of your average Saturday night and
Calvin Kefauver, shmuck, is hitchhiking to Chicago.
This caprice, like all Great Ideas and not a few poor
ones, sprang into a hostile world innocentquite ofthe
manifold complexities that ulitmately impart or
withhold, as circumstances allow, the necessary
impetus that impells them into unequiYocal
existance. Conceived, not with an eye to results,
though certainly it was his intention to visit Chicago,
if only for a few hours, but instead--to importune for a
moment on his inmost anxieties--with the purpose of
freeing himself from the neurotic compulsion to
accomplish things, and where accomplishments were
lacking, to invent them. Thus, in effect, motives
proceed from the action as it develops. Out of
deference then to these laudable aims, let us dispense
with explanations, except where they contribute to the
narrative, and busy ourselves with a description of the
itinerary.
We left our protagonist tickling the tarmac on an
interstate in the vicinity of one of the lesser Great
Lakes somewhere amid tl1e desolate hinterlands of
upstate New York. ..! have it on good authority he'll be
there some hours yet so why don't we tum our
attention to the events of the preceeding day, with
which doubtless he is this moment diverting himself
Where best to begin, the police bust or the orgy? Of
course I exaggerate, but as the foregoing images imply
and experience readily confirms, this hitchhiking is a
grim business--thus, any casual effort that might
serve to introduce even a specious sort levity or
mayhem is naturally enough thought sound policy.
The Berkshires, of marginal appeal even in tl1e best
of times, are particularly depressing in this season.
The oaks are bereft of leaves and any serious
accumulation of snow is at least two months distant.
Neitherdothecloudsorheavyrainmuchimprovethe
dismal, introspective cast of mind that inrnriablv
descends on the few sombre wavfarers abroad in the
waning dishwater daylight of a· quiet Saturday. No
rides, none whatever. His last ride, an oddly

acrimonious young woman who "found herself' in
these forlorn hills, and who he shortly recognized, alas
too late, as an unrepentant agent of the Fiend, dropped
him abruptly beside one of two toll booths within five
hundred miles. Dispirited, fulminating with a
nameless rage hitchhikers ( corresponding in
academic journals dedicated expressly to the
purpose) regard an occupational hazard, he made
straight for the nearest on-ramp through half a mile of
steady rain. Time and glad tidings and perhaps a break
in the rain smTeptitiouslv worked their fabulous
magic in the minds of gods and men, before long
providing a ride that would otherwise have literally
flown by on a crest of oily rainwater, but which
because of the tollbooths was obliged, briefly, to give it
a rest. Calvin hopped, sopping, into the passenger seat
of a recent make black Che,')' van, nearly colliding with
an outstretched hand bearing a Budweiser. A little
laughter and an exchange of destinations. In no· time
they were out of the ancient autumnal
Commonwealth, rolling down a route first carved from
the oaken' wilderness bv sundrv witches, heretics
and disposessed demon spirits beating a hasty retreat
before the better instincts of the goodly gentlefolk of
Boston.
_
New York is a Middle Western state wedged into the
Eastern Seaboard for convenience sake and, for aught
I knO\v, taken from a heavenly vantage, perspectives
sake as well. Seemingly as vast as any of the Canadian
provinces, sparsely cultivated, of a scale and expanse
so great as to dwarf its few intrepid inhabitants and
even outsize the sky above, whose rude folds and
· seams can clearly be discerned on sunny afternoons
in the dells betwixt certain of the Adirondacks. Calvin
and his companionable co-conspirator took not of an
unaccountable lethargy in the generally agreeable
indigenous population, ascribing . it without
hesitation to wakefulness engendered by this awful
knowledge. The rangy galoot and fugitive
ROUGH DRAFT, page 13
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continued from page,12
swashbuckler beside whom Calvin, arranged
comfortably now in a swivelings}eskchairwith his feet
on the dash, found himself was, as might be expected,
an avid parachutist and professional motorcycle racer
in semi-retirement. To this end he produced a pile of
35mm snaps depicting the orgiastic mid-air
,c ouplings and acrobatics of as_many as a dozen divers.
The last of these was an eight by ten glossy of a
skeletal forearm and hand sticking out of a desert
dune, clenching hard the ring bolt of a detached rip- ·
chord. "Found it down in Nevada, there." He amiably
chuckled.
Darkness full upon them, tpe sporadic rain of mid
afternoon having become over the course of hours a
deluge, whatever lighthearted conviviality these two
late enjoyed receded with the day into the gloaming
twilight to the west. Tossing his last empty,
shoulderwise, back into the van's swaying interior
.this reckless daredevil suggested to his passenger, a
speechless recluse, that they make tracks for a tavern,
to which offer, being disinclined to refuse so
hospitable a gesture, our hero promptly gave assent. A
quarter of an hour later they were arguing politics with
the regulars at a seedy roadhouse dive glad of the
chance to talk with anyone unfamiliar to the panelled
walls liberally bedecked with mackinaws, h:unting
caps and war trophies. It developed that one of their
number, a man of ample frame dressed no less
colorfully than any several of Washington Irving's
dour Kaatskill trolls, ( and whose enlightened political
persuasion could thus be inferred,) made them an
invitation on behalf of his daughters to some or other
variety of family entertainment. Calvin was playi~g
pinball and didn't catch the details . ..'.Judging by tlie
haiting interplay of moods and expressions in the
man's face, he doubted whether the proposition,
hoWC\'ernoble, was much to be valued; his new-fot.Jnd
friend, to be sure, was of a different opinion, and here
they amicably parted company, ( this misguided soul
in all probability to be enticed at length into a downy_
mountain vale, there to sleep away the next score of
years.) Backpack slung over a weary shoulder, Calvin
did what he could to find his way back to Interstate 80,
taking care to extract precise directions of a florid,
capering bartender, this hallowed nights bord of
Misrule. Once again on the highway not appreciably
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the worse for his misadventures, the first car to pass
him decelerated to a dead stop and Calvin, almost
involuntarily, let loose with a tremendous shout,
though conscious ofhis tenous position, one he didn't
figure to be so loud as to spook his ride. The car
quickly reversed gears and in another moment was
beside liim; atypical behavior that silenced his
unrestrained exclamations of glee. A business-like
state trooper hustled him unceremoniously into the
cruiser, ran a suitable psuedonym by radio through
the files at Albany ( where fortunately it was not to be
found,) and deposited him after the obligatory
admonishments on a two-lane highway twenty miles
outside of Syracuse (whereon; unlike the interstates,
pedestrians aren't forbidden) which forbears
meaningful description as it was all but invisible in
the driving rain. After some few vissitudes Mr.
Kefauver, undaunted, reach~d the Interstate. It was
.o ne o'clock. A woman, evidently trailing her
bedraggled plumes home from a party alone in the
family stationwagon, stopped shortly thereafter,
apparently only to satisfy her doubt as to the reality of
the apparition beside the road. Inspecting her quafll,
every few minutes to make certain he hadn t
. dematerialized, she talked incessantly, oftimes
ineoherently, about her rambunctious sons, and in
another connection, rape. For any mumber of reasons
not easily ascertained so long afterward, but chiefly
owing to fatigue, the rides between the above
mentioned maudlin episodes arid several hours spent
further to the west lack a tidy sequential order
essential to stories of this length.
Standing hipshot, insouciant in the obscurity of a
night he felt certain he could draw aside like a curtain,
refraining from doing so for fear of what might be
revealed, a singular feeling took hold ofhim. A weird
kind ofbiostasis had stolen into the planet whose edge
he trod. He could hear cars at a distance of severdl
miles, he - could hear doddering molecules brush
one against. the other, the lush, sonorous pull of
friction, the very fabric of the air itselffurling heavily in
a slight breeze. His ride, the ride was fa_st approachinghe was certain-and venturing out into the road, placed
arched fingers to either of his temples like a vaudeville
swami, -to see if maybe he could hear that, too. No such
l'uck. Nearly falling asleep there in the fast lane, his
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concentration was broken by the bellicose gutteral
utterances of a truck that several minutes late'r pierced the
enveloping darkness on the far horizon. A moist,
shimmering point of light that slowly grew louder, larger
and finally divided mitotically-the pavement began to
hum and then to shudder, light ignited the air, shadows
deepened and expanded, as the howling mass barreled
past.
I'm aggrieved we can't tarry a ·moment more·with our
despondent wanderer but economy and the pursuit of
Truth require we hasten to those matters by which we
might best hope to profit. Where New York borders the
neat parcel of Pennsylvania adjoining Lake Eire
Interstate 80 straddles the dilapidated remnants of a
railroad spur and sweeps over an ungainly hillock that
abuts a promontory surveyin_g ai;i extensive portion of
this inland sea. Calamity, perplexity, dire need; none of
these will have purchase of the pre-dawn that Calvin, cold
though dry will gather about him hem in great swaths of
cold comfortless color. .. but then, neither will anything
else. Presently a salesman, or as he would have it,
entrepreneur, intent on visiting a Wisconsin sister and her
family (who it is later revealed, dread his impending
arrival,) will take him the remainder of the distance to
'Chi.' Exhausted as never before or since, he will pass the
hours making polite converstaion with this talkative
stranger in the unseasonable warmth of a gorgeous, truly
remarkable mid-western morn. Not conversation as it is
normally concieved but a feverish admixture of elusive
nouns, ponderous adjectives and coy mischievious verbs
that romp, ricochet, rebound, cleave and cohere like ions
in a white hot atomic field on the verge of fission, but
delivered so unobtrusively, in an even tone and regular
cadence, as not even to earn the notice of his
interlocutor. This ride, which I should explain I am
unable to recall in detail, has assumed an important place
in the iconography of my dreams; I shuttle to and from
the improbable fancies of an unbalanced subconscious in
the iridescent light and strength sapping heat of what
seems a late summer day discussing the previous vignette
(in a language mostly music, free of the befuddled
physical despair that prompt waking communication)
with an indistinct and.benign figure almost lost in hazy
sunshine.

The New Hampshire will ·have a critiqu~ i_n the Hanover Room of
the MUB on Tuesday at 12:30. Everyone 1s welcome to attend.

TRANSITIONS
"Math, Do You Avoid It?"
Sharon

Oja,

Assistant -Professor of

Education.
Joan Mundy, Research Associate
Date: November 18, 1980
Time: 12:30 - 2:00
Place: Memorial Union
Building, Sullivan Room
. One of a series of informal
workshops and pr~sentations on
issues of interest to returning
students.
An opportunity to meet friends and
share common concerns.
For information contact
Cynthia Shar· 862-2090

A LUNCHTIME SERIE~
FOR NONTRADITIONAL
STUDENTS

Attannon
December 21,
1980
Degree
·candidates
Currently, a list of all students
who have filed intent-togradu<:1te cards is posted on the
bulletin board outside the
Registrar's office in Thompson
Hall.
If your name does not appear,
and you wish to graduate in
December, you must pick up a
card· in Room 8-A, Tho.~ pson
Hall.
No cards will accepted after
November 21st I
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StickwoDlen
continued from page

by Craig White

STATE
. I ts ~ just u.,or~Tng aboutthis
semester. Some+Tmes I feeOike 9fvin9
up on the whole mess!
I

DINSDALE

by Joe Kandra

.SO t~C>S AA/cnNF~ l<>NG'
l>II~ FO~ T1/EATE ~

~
0
0

"

MUSO Film Series
i·

ALFRED

HITCHCOCK
NIGHT
featuring

8D8llbound
and

To Caleb a Thief
Sunday, November 16, 1980
6:30 and 10:00
Stafford Room

Funds

continued from page three
campaign's national chairman.
Picked for the vice chairmanship
was former UNH Interim
President Jere Chase.
The specific projects to be
funded by the $18.2 million drive
include:
A new residential tower at the
New England Center to allow for
the expansion of the center's public
service programs. Projected cost:
$4 million.
The construction of a science
research center that will provide
space for research and projects
conducted by the applied and
marine science nad engineering
programs. Projected cost: $4
million.
A grant to aJJevjate probJerns
caused by deferred maintenance
on University buildings. Projected
cost: $1.45 million.
A faculty chair fund to attract
faculty with national and
international reputations.
Projected cost: $1 million.
An upgraded, modern dairy
center which will include the
construction of a ne·w barn and a

Keep Your SUMMER Tan All WINTER Long!
~
i -1

With This NEW Portable Home

j ·sun

'/

J
1

Tanniflg
Booth
Cet Your Tan At Home ... Office, Dorm
The NEW Portable Tanning Booth
Perfectfor the busy budget
minded person and family who
want a healthy looking tan Quickly
and the year ·round. You can
start tanning before summer or
going ~n your vacatjon so you
can e111oy the sun without getting
burned. You can maintain your
tan for as long as you want.
CONVENIENT "SUN ROOM"

tanning booth lets you tan in
privacy and in the convenience of
your home or wherever and
whenever you want.
3' X3'
6' high

COMPLETE KIT, Easily
Assembled

i9

knocked over Springfield
defenders twice their site and beat
them to the ball all afternoon.
Laura Hoffman ran all over the
field for the Chiefs, but Lagasse
and Foster toughened up on
defense and held her at bay.
Haroules' finest goal was her
·last, and it put Springfield's final
hopes of a comeback to rest.
· Haroules followed a Murtagh
shot, pulled a reverse stick move
down in front and sneaked it past
goalie Robin Kirkwood to
complete her second hat trick of
i'ne season.
·
"Gaby was unbelievable. She
was on the ball all day," said
Lagasse. ,:y think it was her best
pt:1 ,u, u1dnce all year. ..
The vi~tory over Springfield
ended a two year jinx for UNH,
which has fallen to the Chiefs twice
in second round regional
competition.
"We definately peaked for this
one," Murtagh said . "We have
been waiting a long time- it feels
great."
An overall successful weekend
had a shaky start for the Wildcats
as their victory over eighth ranked
Harvard was Jes~ than convincing.
Goals furnished by- Carla Hesler
and freshman Janet Greene proved
to be enough to end the season for
the pesky Crimson.
• The Wildcats. now 14-1-3. will
now have to put the disappointment of the UConn defeat behind
them and prepare to face William
& Mary in the first round of the
Nationals. UN H played the
Virginia-ba sed school in presea s on at the Penn. State
Jamboree and the two ended
deadlock in a 0-0 tie.
"The only thing that made the
game with U Conn bearable was
teaching center. Projected cost:
that it didn't mean the e'n d," Foster
$700,000.
said . "Even if we have to play them
A fund to attract prominent
again we"ll be ready ."
schol a r s to lecture at the
University . Projected fund :
$300 ,000 .
A scholarship fund for talented
continued from page 18
students. Projected cost
unavailable.
"Generally, I was really pleased
The remaining $4 million will be
and surprised with the team's
used to fund special programs and
showing Tuesday," said Lowe .
"to respond. to new opportunities."
"Their times were excellent for this
Leberman stressed that these
time of year. We're working even
figures are projections only.
harder than last year though we
"We would like to fund some of
haven't gotten to the hardest
these projects to a greater degree,"
workouts yet. Lifting weights three
Leberman said.
times a week has been helping
If the drive raises more funds
them a lot."
than expecte'1 , some of the money
The Wildcats finished ninth in
will go to programs such as the
the Division 11 Nationals last year.
scholarship fund, according to
"We know that U Maine and BU
Leberman.
will be our toughest meets. UConn
Although thjs js the most
will also be tough; it could go
ambitious campaign yet, several
either way," Lowe concluded.
Uni versity buildings were financed
The Wildcats take their young Iby fund drives. Some of these
O record to UConn tonight. They
buildings are: Hamilton Smith
Hall, the Memorial . Union · travel to Boston University
November 22 before facing Boston
Building, The New England
College in their next home meet
Center buildings, McConnell Hall,
December 6 beginning at I :00.
and the Alumni Center.

in 20 minutes. No special tools.
Everythin~ included. • Four 36" x
72" Mirranzed w.all panels •
Westinghouse Tanning Lamps•
Precision Exposure Timer• F.D.A.
approved eye goggles• Assembly
and Operating instructions.

SAFER THAN THE SUN!
When used as instructed because
of design and built in precision
exposure timer. Operates on
regular house current.
PORTABLE and takes little space.
Folds together and easily stored
when not in use.
SAFE Meets F.D.A. Requirements

Dealer/Distributor inauiries invited

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS

as in tanning salons or with
commerical booths costing
thousands of dollars.

AMAZING LOW SPECIAL
PRICE

Complete "SUN ROOM" Kit is Reg
$289.95 SPECIALLY priced now at
only $249.95 plus $3.50 handling
and shipping. In Wis. add 4% tax.

EASY TO ORDER

Visa or Mastercharge call TOLL
FREE number give operator
information. Send check or
money order to address below.
Allow 3 to 6 weeks for u. P. s.
delivery.

800-321-9009 Ext. 744

SUnTan ~
Enterprises
4548 N. 127 St.
Butler. WI 53007

Swi1n1ners

Senate
continued from page one
meeting and prepare a response, •·
Coates said .
The amendment to the bill said
the Stud e nt Senate was "led to
believe on two occasions by the

Board of Trustees that (UNH
students) would receive all
information concerning manda. tory fees," concluding, "Rather we
·
received ranges."
The amendment also noted that
Keene .State College and Plymouth
State College Student Senates
received specific figures.

WE BELIEVE
IN HAPPY ENDINGS

HAIR~2~.g

.01u:ffiE10
29 Main Street
Durham
Phone
868-7051

Hours
Mon-Sat 9-5:30
Thur. & Fri. Till 7

TOSNOM
continued from page three
"If your mind and body are not
functioning together, you cannot
operate at an optimum level."
Persons was quick to ·poi°nt out
that TFH 1s not a panacea.
"TFH • does not cure or heal
anything. It is the body itself which
performs the healing process."
To relieve stress, anxiety, minor
headaches, or even nightmares,..

Persons offered a basic TFH
procedure.
T o_uch your frontal eminences
with the first two fingers of your
hands, right and left at the same
time. (The · frontal eminences are
located on the forehead, at the
bulge half way between the
eyebrows and hairline, directly
over each eye.) These are
neurovascular holding points, or
acupressure points.
Apply gentle pressure for
several minutes. Think about your
problem until you feel a pulse on
both sides of the forehead. This
should help restore emotional
stability. Sometimes repeating the
process is necessary, according to

Persons.
Persons · currently conducts
TFH classes in Durham, on a
private basis. The next course
begins Sunday, November 16, and
anyone interested ·should write
Persons at 108 Babcock Hall.
The Touch For Health
Foundation, based in Pasadena,
California is a non-profit
organization. The California
Board of Registered Nursing
.accepts TFH units toward its
Continuing Education Program.
Persons was certified as an
instructor in Pasadena. An
instructors workshop will be held
in Durham May 28, she said.
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20% OFF
(with this ad)
ALL ALBUMS &
ACCESSORIES

11111ona11u 11riown traual comoanu
100111na tor local sales
reoresantaaue

A New Dimension in Cinema Luxury
FOUR EXCITING lliEATRES UNDER ONE ROOF'

to help pr~mote Spring break
trips to Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

JODI'S
EARn COfflffllSSJOIIS AIID/OR FREE
i>ARTY & BEVERAGE1
UACATIOIII
Send resume with -references to: ·
CENTER :
STUDENT SUNTRIPS, Inc.
MAIN STREET,
I
1666 n. Hlah SI.
1
DURHAM
J
Columbus, Ohio 43201 . L ____________________
Announcement

Spring Semester

CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF RELIGION
A new course which aims at introducing students to various styles
and approaches to the study of religion. During the semester, a
number of experts from different disciplines will· be brought into.
the class for dialogue and discussion.

Religious Studies 501: MWF 9-10AM.
Prof. ~ohn Voll of t;tie History Dep't.
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200

COMMENTARY
Its
not

The UNH Student's
Communication Journal
is looking for your

too

late.

Cllt-t
oolls
Co

Jf" s s

'.l/i1q

".ti.

'<!111 •

'o.ti

Essays

Critiques

on

Rhetoric .

Submission guidelines available from
the Student Press, Rm 153 MUB at the
Communications Office, M211, Paul
Creative Arts Center

1

on NOV 18
we must return
unsold textbooks
Every semester we must start book returns to the publishe;s- in ~n ~ffort to
provide space for the next semester's requirements. The returns take several
weeks but it is often wise to purchase the remainder of your I st semester texts
before it is too late!
_

~bookstorel0@.@lk©OOIT'®[M
First submission deadline Nov. 15th
Next submission deadline Dec . 15th
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Mo re lett ers

Rugby
To the Editor:
I'm writin,i; in reference to the article
written in last Tuesday , Nov. 4th's
New Hampshire on page four entitled
"A Women's Rugby Player-N ot Just
Another Muddy Face." First of a·il ·1
think it's importan t to acknowle dge
that the women's (and men's) Rugby
.t eam gets virtually no press co, erage
'and many of us on the teams were glad
to see we did get a little recogniti on, yet
l"'feerthe arfrcle printed last week g~vc
a very stereotyp ed, narrow perspecti ve
on the game 01 rugoy ano tne women
involved with the team.
The opening statemen t "That's not a
girl! That's a rug_by play~r." ~as to say
the least degradin g. l fmd 1t hard to
believe that off the field and out of our
uniform any "male UN H student"

could point out a member of the UNH
Women's Rugby team off the street
merely by her appearan ce without
having prior knowledg e of her being on
the team.
As stated by Ms. Mealey few, if any,
of the women on the team look like the
"brutes" this article pictures them to be.
It is necessary to be in good condition
to take the type of physical exertion
displayed on the rugby field and to be
aggressiv e as well, but whatever
"brutene ss" this displays is left on the
field after the game.
Another point brought up in the
article was that the women's rugby
team compens ates for the lack of press
coverage by sin.ging crude songs and
consumi ng massive amounts of beer at
Scorp 's where "it wasn't unusual to see
20 women covered in mud dance into
the pub." 1d~n't fe~l this is an accurate
account at all.
First of all, the social aspects of
Women's Rugby aren't partaked in to
make up for the lack of press coverage
or to try to prove somethin g to the
world or to the press, as the article leads
you to believe.
Seldom, if ever can one witness 20
Rugby women in Scorp's at the same
time not to mention dancing and
singing. Less often still does one
witness them muddy.
The social aspect of Rugby is a very
importan t one. Close comrade ry and
singing is a tradition in the sport and we
do get to meet a lot of people both from •
,;,

UNH and oth-e r schools and have a
great time with them after the games.
In the past two years on the team
we've witnessed separated shoulder s
broken and sprained ankles, noses,
fingers, wrists, torn ligament s and
cartilage not to mention bruises,
scrapes and bites in various degrees.
Few people l know of would go
through that solely for the beer after
the game. Most of us have a true love
for the sport itself on both the women's
,and men's team.
Today UNH Women's Rugby is one
of the largest clubs on campus. We
have only two girls returning for their
third season with UN H, about a dozen
who have played two years (four of
which also play for the Concord Black
Roses) and the rest are new players. It
does take a good amount of time, three
practices a week and a game or two on
the weekend s.
The article stated we now travel in a
coach service provided by UN H-it
failed to point out that that's only when
the men and women travel together.
When the women travel alone we ·
have packed 20 players into the one van
allotted to us for a three hour trip. It
also failed to point out we pay for the
gas out of our dues. The Universit y isn't
quite as generous to us as the article
portrays.
Through the uphill battle the
Women's Rugby team has fought.
despite the lack of press coverage and
sometim es stereot ed o inion of the

team, this year our Women's Rugby
team, we are proud to say, is
undefeat ed intercolle giately and has
only been beaten once by a city team,
Beantow n of Boston rated as one of the
bes.~ in New England.
We can't gain any titles, there are no
organize d tournam ents that produce
the best college women's team in New
England yet we've defeated every
college team we've faced this year
including Smith, Holy Cross, UConn,
U Maine. Springfie ld and Plymout h.
The up-and-c oming UNH Women's
Rugby Club is basically a talented.
close group of women who love the
game of rugby and play it well.
-A member of the
Women's Rugby Team

Wa ste
To the Editor:
As you know, one of today's major
health issues is that of the
indiscrim inate disposal of hazardou s
waste. The bulk of these wastes clearly
comes from businesse s and industrie s
which manufac ture products requiring
the use of materials which are highly
toxic to living creatures if ingested into
their bodies. There are contless
documen ted incidents of this:
In 1976, congress passed the
Resource Conserva tion and Recovery
Act (RCRA) Authoriz ing the EPa to
establish regulatio ns controlli ng the

generati on, distribu tion, storage.
transpor tation. and ultimate disposal
of these 11 wastes. More than four
years later, this month, these
regulatio ns • will finally take effect.
Every generato r of hazardou s waste in
the amount of 1000 kg. (roughly 455gal. drums) or more will be
responsib le for its safe disposal. In
addition , transpo rters, storage
facilities, and disposers will also be
strictly regulated to insure that these
materials do not enter ground water
supplies.
Unfortun ately, the problem will not
be solved that easily. First. there are
few facilities in the New England area
which are equipped to handle these
materials safely; indeed, some very•
longf lasting. and virtualy nondestructa ble materials will find no final
resting place in the entire New England
area.
Secondly . more than 80 percent of
the generato rs of toxic materials in
New England produce less than the
minimum per month. Therefor e, they
do not fall under EPA regulatio n. They
are still legally able to send their waste
materials to local landfills.
There will be iegislatio n before the
Ne\\ Hampshi re State Legislatu re
during its next session which will
reduce the minimum from 1000 kg. to
100kg. This is intended to enable the
state to regulate most of its hazardou s
waste generato rs. It will be necessary
for citizens to write their state
represent atives urging them to support
all legislatio n effecting the S\lk
handling of toxic materials .
Another aspect of this pending
legislatio n is a proposed tax per gallon
of wast produced in the state. The
present amount under consider ation is
½ cent per gallon. If passed, this
·money, which could amount to
$600.000 annually . will be earmarke d
specifically to be used to clean up
abandon ed waste dumps. It is
importan t that citizens be kept
informed on these issues and that thev
let their feeling be known to their state
represent atives.
More informat ion on these issues
can be obuined bJ L,1nt., -:ting the
Citizens Task Force on Ha,ardo us
Waste. Jerry Rooriey. Co-ordin ator.
679-8540: or Nancy Pascucci , Public
Awarene ss Co-ordin ator. at 942-8028 .
Jerry R ooncy

UIE

Med ical ·
S~hooJ

Four-ye ar fully recogni7 ed and
establish ed Mexican Medical School,
with several hundred America n
students enrolled . Use English
textbook s, with First Semester exams
in English. School combine s quality
educatio n. small classes, experien ced
teachers. mod ern facilities .
Universidad Del Noreste
120 Eas t41 St., NY. NY 1001 7
(212) 594-6589
or 232-3784
}

.

BE ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AT 22.
Think of a ship as a corporation, and it's not farfetched at
all. A c;lestroyer may have
fifteen officers, other ships
even fewer. Even the most
junior officer gets to share in
. runnin g the show.
You become part of the
manag ement team when you
get your commission as an
ensign after just 16 weeks of
leadership trainin g at Officer
Candi date School.
·
Choose tQ be a Navy officer
and you are responsible for
. people .a nd equip ment almos t
immediately.
·Many officers go on for
furthe r advan ced schooling.
The Navy has literally dozens
of fields for its office rs-

every thing from nuclear propulsion to system s analysis,
oceanography to inven tory
manag ement . In gradu ate
school, this trainin g would
cost you thousa nds, but in
the Navy, we pay you .
Ask your Navy representative about officer opportunities, or mail this coupon for
more information. Or call
toll-free 800-841-8000 (in GA
call toll-free 800-342-5855 ).
There's no obligation, and
you'll learn about an excellent
way to start a career in
management. As a college
gradu ate you can get management experience in any industry..But you'll get it soone rand more of it-in the Navy.

NAVY OPPOR TUNIT Y
Cl44
INFOR MATIO N CENTE R
P.O. Box 2000
Pelham Manor, New York 10803
D Yes, I'm interest ed in becomin g
a Navy Officer. Please send me
more informa tion. (~G)

Thru Thurs
At 7: 10 Myster y
"Cat & Mouse "
And at 9:00 DeBroc a's
"Practi ce Make~ Perfect '

Name-------------FIRST

( PLEASE PRINT)

LAST

Address--'-----------City·· _ _ _ _ _ _ State --Zip -Age--t Colleg e/Univ ersity· ----tGraduat ion Date -- ◊Grade Point -t.Ma jor/M inor- ------ ---Phone N u m b e r - - - - - - - - - (AREA CODE)
CNll/80
The More_We Know, The More We Can Help.
The Privacy Act under Title 10, Section 503,
505, and 510 states that you do not have to
answer the personal questions we have asked.
However , the more we know, the more
accuratel y we can determine your qualifica~ions for our Navy Officer Program.

NAVY OFFICaS GD RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

Sat & Sun 1 :00 & 3:00
"Reven ge of the
Pink Panthe r"

~()C...EAMIL Y $1.00

I
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Sum,ner 81 Field Experience; Insurance
Co.; Hartford, Conneticut; Admin; Econ;
Math; Computer Sci; Liberal Arts; At least
Sophomore with 3.0-plus average.
Application Deadline January 23, 1981.
Call 862-1184 for appointment. 11 / 18
Finance Field Experience; Semester II;
S300/ wk; Burlington, Vt; Manufacturer;
Junior or Senior; Analysis of
costing / pricing . Misc. finance projects;
Assistance in locating housing;
Application deadline 11 / 21; Call 8621184 for appointment. 11 / 18
Personnel Field Experience; Semester II;
$300/ wk; BurJington, Vt .; Manufacturer;
Junior or Senior; Computerization of _
Personnel Files; Establish Personic
System; Misc. Projects; Assistance in
l0cating housing; Application deadline
11121 ; Call 862-1184 for appointment.
11 / 18
Wanted: Research and Development
Assistant; full time; Semester II;
$300/ wk ; Open to Juniors and Seniors in
Physics, Math, Mech . Eng. , Elect . Eng .,
and Computer Science. Depending on
major, projects could involve laser
technology, LNG controls ; Industrial
controls . Application deadline 11 / 21 .
Call 862-1184 for appointment. 11 / 18
WANTED BY THE TOWN OF DURHAM
PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTWork Study student to work
MENT
approximately 30 hours per week,
$3 .75 / hr . Duties including general
grounds maintenance and maintenance
of skating facility . Apply at Durham Town
Office prior to November 14, 1_980. 11 / 18
There will be several RA positions open in
Area II for spring semester . Benefits
include full room and board . Applications
can be obtained from Rhonda, Area II
Secretarty, Room 25L Devine, and must
be returned by November 19 . All
candidates must attend a candidates'
interest night Sunday, November 16 at
7 :30, Fairchild Hall . 11 / 18
The Town of Durham Public Works
Department is accepting applications for
part -time employment for snow removal,
paying $3 .75 / Hour . Applications may be
obtained at the Durham Town Office, 1315 Newmarket Road, Durham, N.H.
Deadline : November 14, 1980. 11 / 18
Free room in Dover on Karavan route to
begin immediately for study oriented
student in · exchange for light chores for
elderly woman . Call 732 -4245 between 5
and 6 :30 p.m ., or before 8 a.m . mornings.
References required . 11 / 18
AVON REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED
(Male or Female) in Dorms, Frats and
Housing in Durham and surrounding
towns . Earn $40 on $100 sales. Phone
the Avon Manager-Genevieve Smith at
742-6666. 12/ 5
Upright piano for sale . Rebuilt . New blackwhite keys, new felts etc. Very clean .
Mahogany case $695 .00. Raymond
Desjardins 742-5919. 11 / 14
Help regenerate Recycling on Campus.
Show your concern and bring idea'> to
Students for Recycling. Meetings V,:eds
7:30 Ham-Smith 125 Complete \.':ie
Cycle ... Recycle 11 / 14

·APARTMENT~ · ·
I!!..
Roommate wanted . Deluxe Dover
Apartment . Two bedrooms, phone, on
Kari -Van Route . $140 per month plus
utilities . Information call 742-5352 after
5 p.m . 11 / 18
For Rent : Large room with ample closet
and storage space, with kitchen
privileges. In private home in Barrington
10 miles to campus; $85.00 month rent.
Please call Laurie or Charlie 664-9635.
Roommate needed to share spacious
living quarters, separate bedrooms,
kitchen, bathroom, living room, $280 per
month . Dover area, Kari Van 742 -5352 .
11 / 14
For Rent (Dover). Looking for one person
tc, share a 3 room apt. with one other
person (me). Have your own bedroom.
S125/ month, plus Heat and Electric. Off
street parking, near K-van,-5 miles from
UNH . Available anytime after Dec. 18,
1980. Call Sam at 749-2138 . 11125
Apartment for Rent -Unfurnished 2
Bedrooms, living Room, Kitchen , Back
Yard; S238 / month, right near Lee Circle .
Call Karen days -862-2237 or 868-1607
after 5. 11 / 1 8
2 Female Boarders wanted in my home .
S45 per week per person . All utilities
included . Call 335-1522 after 4 p.m . 12/ 2
Rooms available for second semesterown bedroom, 3 fireplaces, carpool, 8
miles from campus . Call Jeff or Jay - 6649078 nights . First come, first serve.
11 / 18
Quiet female college grad looking to rent
rc,om for 1-2 months . Need immediately.
Contact Linda 868-1748 between 6 -7
p [ll. 11 / 18 .
Fc,r Rent : 2nd semester through summer.
Apartment bedroom for 1 or 2 females .
Crescent house in Durham on Madbury .
Rd . 'Close to UNH $255 per month plus
· LJ[II Call 868-5954. 12/ 12
Dover . 2 room studio apt. plus bath . No '
pets. Ref-stove-$160 :00 month one
person . $220.00 two persons. Nov. thru
June or longer . $ 100.00 Sec. Ladisheff742 -5919. Heat & Elec extra . 11 / 14
Need 1 female -roomate. to share
p artment in Durham . 1 bedroom .
a_
kitchen . Call Sue 868 -7189. 11 / 21.

NOW TAKING DATES for Princess House
home parties . Special Gifts for
hosts/ hostesses. 25% total sales FREE
merchandise . AU before Christmas!
:3at ,sfuction guaranteed. Try it you won't
be s1.1rry . Call Susan, eves. 749-3117.
11 / 25

SENIOR CLASS RING SALES: Tuesday
and Wednesday, Nov. 18th & 19th next to
the MUB Cafeteria . This is the last ring
sale before Christmas, so be sure to order
your ring NOWI Sponsored by Senior
~ey.11 / 18

A workshop called "Using Interpersonal
Skills" will be offered in Durham, N.H . for
two and one half days starting the
evening of December 12. The program
will end late in the afternoon of December
14. Total tuition for the workshop is $25.
For further descriptive information please
contact Dr. Kenneth Sole, RFD 3-Box 249,
Durham. N.H . 03824. or call ,603-6592669. 11 / 18

Old· Landing Rd, Durham, Near Gasoline
Alley on Rte . 108, Dover Side. Sat . 11 -8 .
Raindate - Sunday 11 - 9 . Children's
clothing and toys, excellent condition.
Guitar, typewriter, plants -large and
s_mall. household articles. and more!

I
KLH- -Last ot the " Original " hand -cratted
with FM turner and tum-table . 36"
Speakers with "Free Smaller Stereo
System " thrown in . $225 .00 LAST
CHANCE : Very good condition . Home
Sunday mornin~s 9 to noon . Jeanne 1
Richards, Avenue E, Portsmouth, N .H .
1,1/ 21
'72 Plymouth Satellite Station Wagon .
Power steering, power brakes, good
running condition . $550. Call 431 -5975.
11/21
1975 Dodge Maxivan -Power steering ,
power brakes. AC , Re ese hitch . Above
average condition . 603 - 868 - 7542 .
11/25
1970 Toyota Land Cruiser with Fischer
quick switch plow . Engine and
mechanicals excellent . New sti cker .
$1400 .00 complete . 603 -868 -7543 .
11/25
1973 Pontiac Ventura - Auto- Excellent
running . Recent tune - up . Recent
Inspections . Radio . Little rust $750 or
best offer . Cal Nelson or Samantha 868 2629 after 6 p.m .
Attention camera -seekers : 2-year-old
Rolleiflex SL 35M Manual camera in very
good condition . With Leather case, strap,
U.V. filter, rubber lens shade, self -timer,
depth -of -field preview button, excellent
multi -coated f1 .8 50 mm lens . $120. Phil
in Sawyer 310: 868 -9741 or 2- 1129.
11 / 18
Pioneer AM / FM SX - 580 receiver ,
Pioneer Project 80 speakers, Sanyo semi automatic turntable; excellent condition
Call : Debbie 659-5287 evenings or stop
by Rm . 49 Harn . Smith . 11 / 18
Minolta XG-1 (35mm) automatic camera .
Includes Minolta lens, carrying case, and
flash attachment. One year old -excellent
condition . $265 or best offer . 742 -8043
1974 Fiat 131 4 door Sedan. Pretty good
condition. but could use a little work .
$800 or best offer . Call Bill 659 -3559.
11 / 18
1 Cord Wood, 2'-4' lengths; unsplit, own
delivery, $65 . 868 -2362 .
"Black Widow" Electric guitar,
professional quality -made by Acoustic,
like new, $350.00, Call Don. Dover. NH.
742 -2098. 11 / 18
Golf Clubs; complete, excelent, $265;
desk. wood, very good, $45; Encyclopedia
Americana, complete, excellent, $50;
Fireplace screen. 31 "x38" very good,
S30; log grate, $ 10; steel bed frame,
double, $20, soup tareen , 4 pcs .. new
S35; camera tri -pod , new $50; Polaroid
430. flash. $40. 749 - 1520. 11 / 18
7fi Ford Granada 4 dr. silver color. 64,000
miles. In good shape , asking $2300. Call :
Ali 742 - 1646.
Technics SA700 Receiver 100
watts / channel. Originally $700 Asking
S600 or reasonable offer. Matt 868 - 1862 .
Anyone interested in being the proud
parent of a white rabbit . Circumstances
beyond my control force me to put the
rabbit (Napolean) up for adoption . Comes
wrth a very large, roomy, cage . Call
Patrice : 742-2137.
Rosingnol skies 650St. 207 cm. look
Nevada bindings, Banana Bootsw/ foamgreat cond . Asking $250. Call 659 -3503
TRAILER -super rugged 1O' enclosed
w / new tires -central c6rnµartment , holds
any size motorcycle . Call 603 -659-3503
ur 1-207 -698-5480. Asking $300 or best
offer .
Motobecane 10 sµeed mens bike,
excellent cond . 29' frame asking $300
worth $450. Call 659-3503 .
1978 Chevy Silver ado; 4x4; regular gas; 8
ft. box; heavy duty all around; automatic;
PS. & P.B. ; AM / FM 8 track stereo; spoke
wheels; sliding rear window . Only 21 ,000
miles. $5800. Call Roland at 668 - 1600
Ext . 2425. Evenings at 622-8226. 11 / 18
t-UR SALE : 165x14 sempevit steel radial
SNOWS, used one winter on MG, $70, K2 195 cm SKIS with Tyrolia bindings, S 100,
dolomite BOOTS, size 8, $70, heated
queen size WATER BED and frame, $80,
1320 watt electric HEATER, $20. Call
431-6388 . 11 / 18
llurnrnage Sale Nov 14 & 1 5 clothes sizes
9-11 (long skirts, pants, jackets,
sweaters, blouses, etc.). Boots and shoes
size 9 (like new). Books, Records , Jewelry
Scientific American 1972-1980 24 Ham
St. Dover.

SERVICES
; YPING - Retired secretary. Experienced
,n all types of term papers. Proficient in
spelling, grammar. punctuation, etc .
Reason able rates . Prompt service .
Located walking distance to UNH . Call
Anita 868-7078. 20 Park Court, Durham .
12/ 12
PIANO IS BEA_UT!FUL! I offer carefully
~tructu~ed musical training on the piano
in my home. Treat your musical ear! Call
days: 749 -0697. eves; 868-2837. 12/ 12

'Having problems with MIDTERM studying? Whatever your academic
concerns are, TASK is here to help. We
offer assistance with notetaking, reading,
exam -studying , time budgeting and
general organizational skills . Make
studying easier on yourself. Corne see us!
TASK Stoke 35-C 862-3698.
Past life ther.apy: is something in your
present life puzzling you? Regression is
often a way of solving puzzling
relationships. Who & where were you
before 2 & with whom? for appt . call 1207-439 -9383 . 12/ 12
PROFESSIONAL TYPING at its best by
University Secretarial Associates . IBM
CORRECTING SELECTRIC. Choice of
style, pitch . Spelling, grammar,
punctuation corrected . 14 years
secretarial / teaching experience. Diana
Schuman 742-4858. 12/ 12

PRECISION TYPING- Experienced
secretary in all areas of typing. Fast
and professional results . Choice of
type elements and style . Reasonable
rates. Call Bethany 868-5746 .
12/12.
Health Resource Booth - provides health
information , weight checks, blood
pressure checks, vision screening, minor
firsl.,. aid and cold care . Services free.
Ev~one is welcome . Mon . & Thurs. 11
am - 1 :30 pm next to the MUB cafeteria .
11 /.21
Informal Support Groups tor Heturning
Students - mutual support and
encouragement for nontraditional
students . Groups will meet monthly at
various locations. If you are not already
signed up call Cynthia Shar at the
Counseling and Testing Center 862 -2090
12/ 12

PqFt$ONALS .
J,m: Donna, Lynn and Sarah-We did 1t!

Now that we've got our man in the White
House things can only get better . It was a
lot of fun-remeber Nashua Jim? and
Ronny 's angels? Let's get together real
soon (1984 isn 't far off!) Love, Karen .

DZ and PIKE Pledges: Thanks (?) for a
super Pike Hike. You huys are altogether
too imaginative! We 're all proud of your
hard work! But, about that morning
raid .. .we'll deal with that later! Much
love, your "sisters " and "brothers".
Toni and Dempse: Rest Up! 'cuz we're off
on a big road trip tomorrow and there 's no
yawning, snoozing, or botting allowed! I'll
even promise, if we stop for pizza, not to
parade into the kitchen and embarass
you!
BAF and Penelope . Rough week ahead,
huh? Well, just wanted to take this chance
to wish you good I uck. Anytime you need a
sugar free Doctor Pepper, Hubba Bubba,
Trident sugarless Bubble Gum. an apple,
or anything, let me know-I'll be there for
you! love & smiles, BB
Kel -Bel : Och, bloody exams got you
down? Well, they're over, so cheers, it's
time to celebrate! have a super vveekend.
And remember DZ isn 't too far from Stoke.
love, Elza.
The king proclaimed the battle of 99, to
conquer all lands from Chatham to Ptown. The weather was so cold the
soldiers could have cried . the leader put
on the dealer hat and the battle did begi_n .
The one eyed Jacks cost 10 dead soldiers
early in the fight. Sucessive cards of 4
turned the battle back at you . False
accusations led to pointing which was the ..
downfall of another platoon . At the dawns
early light, when the flag was raised
several divisions had fallen and only one
regiment on ice could be found . There are
many soldiers left to kill in our nations
capital. \/l,,IE~_~_?T BEGUN TO£~ _
Found : Outside of MUB Monday night Webster's Seventh New Collegiate
Dictionary and a notebook. Call 21603 .. Linda or Julie .
Gourmet Dinner II presents "A feast in
Sherwood Forest", Fri . and Sat. Nov.
14th and 15th in the Granite State Room
of MUB. Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres
served at 6:30 p.m . and main dinner
served at 7 :30 p.m . Tickets are now on
sale at MUB ticket office, Price S 11.50 per
person. For more information and
reservations contact MUB ticket office
(603)862-2290. 11121
Buns, Lizzard, Jacuzy, Stace, 4,· Di-Thanks for the party and presents. Apple
Slush is now my favorite . Love the mug .
And the sweater- -not I won't be cold .
Love, JOO.
Tuesday Tuck Tir:i Service sponsored by
Sigma Nu pledges. The next 3 tuesdays
for S 1.50 one receives a glasc; of milk,
cookies, a bedtime story, arid gets tucked
in . It is from 10 pm-1 am or by special
appointment. Call Bert 2-1586 or Paul 21613 for reservation.11 / 21
Wanted-potter's wheel; prefer foot pedal.
but anv will be co,isidered . 868-22~~•i

Phi Mu Sorority ::;pagnettI uinner. All you
can eat-$2.00. B .Y.O.B . Sunday,
November 16 4-7. Call . 862-1789 for
tickets and information.
Are you hungry? Do you have a couple of
dollars in your pocket? Come to a
PANCAKE BREAKFAST at Delta Zeta (25
Madbury Rd .) on Saturday, November 22
between 9:00- 1~00. Tickets are being sold
by the sisters but they are also available at
the door. All are welcome!! Proceeds will
benefit the deaf. Don't pass this up!!!
Hey Gang! Freshman camp wants you
applications and interview sign up sheets
are available in room 126 of the MUB .
Interview spaces are limited so sign up
today.11 / 21
WNATED-A used durable canow. Price
negotiable . Call 868-9709 and ask for
·
Scottin124.11 / 18
Hey Guys! Win a date with Maureen
(Moe) Carr; she'll pay you! If you enjoy sick
humor and weird positioAs, then she's the
girl for you! Don't be shy; call her at 21646; she'll be waiting for you to
"come"!11 / 18
Sunday is Phi Mu Spaghetti Day!
-November 16 from 4- 7. All you can eat for
a mere $2.80. Tickets available at 35
Madbury or call 862 - 1789.
Happy Birthday Stine! Remember, you 'll
never get older, just crazier!f R.R. We love
you, P. Hollis, Skelly, Ozzie, Jim, Eric,
Pulie, Beth and Jim .
Steve - It's been a very special year .
Thanks for all the understanding and love.
Hope next year is as fun as this one has
been. Maybe someday London - Love you,
Sharon
M .G. Please don't give up! Next time leave
phone no. or call first. E.C.11 / 18
Joe H.-Another one this weekend?-THE
MEN'S SWIM TEAM. P.S. Don't forget to
polish up on your dancing!
Found : on Madbury Road -small tiger cat
approximately 3 weeks ago. Call 862 1838.
Hey Kev-How 'bout some trench toast and
bacon? Maybe Pancakes this weekend .
We 'll decide over our Fanueil Hall -fried
dough-picture-burning ceremony, 0 .K.?L
Maggie, now you know what the surprise
is hope you like it! Mom thanks for the ·
nutty gift! And to the 5'7" male with
straight blond hair and beard, may the
fleas of a thousand camels infest you arm
pits! Nature Boy

----------------

Hello Petal-peanut butter never tasted so
good. Love from Skippy.
Are you male or female? Short or tall?
Freshman sophomore or junior? You too
can be a freshman camp counselor.
Applications are available in room 126 of
the MUB. Be there or be square.11 / 18
Sandi-Here's to Drunken Stupors on
Weekday nights, kicking out lights,
flunking exams, lectures not heeded, and
wild times no matter what we do. Look out
11/22
Dorison's snacks has medium size used
refrigerators with counter tops for only
$95.00 included is a one year guarantee!!
Dorison's snacks also provides discount
munchies for Dorm parties! Dorison's
snacks is now hiring vendors to seel
snacks in Congreve 9 :30-10:30 sunday
through thursday! Call Joe 8681827.11 / 18
· Denise, here is the personal I promised
you . i owe you a visit, which I'll try and
repay sometime soon . Thanks for corning
over with the guy who didn't sleep in your
room this weekend . See you soon!!
Karen, Dawn, Sandy, Here it is- your first
and very own personal. Surprise! Get
psyched for Space Invaders! You guys are
great, but then again, so a.re h?y music
and "Sweet Dreams". Love , Jane
Denise, Pam, Moe- Thanks for the shower
and breakfast in bed . I'm really glad Mike
didn't have my Carter's; he wouldn't look
good in polka dots! This is just the
beginning ... Love, The Wet Oxford-shirt
Contest Winner .
Everybody Sing! Mike Meek! Mike Meek!
Everybody's Friend is. Mike Meek!
PSII-When are you going to ask the five
magic words??l'II give you a clue, it begins
with A----, will ... and is said with lots of
feeling, intense eyes, under a full moon
preferably. Only Kidding. Love You, ACI

Heidi- -Has it been a year? I'm bad with
dates, but then you found that out on our
first . Here's thanks for a special
relationship I couldn't do without . I Love
You! HAPPY ANNIVERSARY 11 /1717911 / 17 / 80. Love, GEH.
To Three Wounded Soldiers- If you've
seen one sunset you've seen them all and
If you've seen one pond you've seen them
all.
To the Greatest Pledges Ever- Debbie,
Sue, JoAnne, Sue, Genie, Laurie, and
Emily. We're really proud of you . You're
halfway through and you're doing one
hell of a job . Love the Sisters of Phi Mu.
Tien: I guess theres been a "level"
change, huh? We can still be friends, can 't
we? A Sundae lover from the North
Lounge .
Jim : Good Luck during Hell Week! I have a
feeling you'll need it Little Boy! Love
always your, Little Girl.
Members of the Pact-Remember
Asprinman, three wounded soldiers,
" you're young you 'll live " , SAVE The
Children, 5 fingers, Ralph Ralph Ralph,
les autres men - 15 lobsters, COZ, the big
fall, Where's Carol?-Misson Accomplished.
Instead of another boring peanut butter
sandwich, Let Phi Mu treat you to a real
Italian Spaghetti Dinner. All you can eat
$2.80 Sunday, Nov. 16 4- 7 . Tickets
available at the door or through any
Sister. Call 862-1789 or stop by 35
Madbury.
Hey AMY! Why don't you " eat my socks"
as you drink your wine? Are your nights
getting cold or is your "brown cordoroy"
blanket keeping you warm? ... from a
housemate you would NEVER expect!!
HOL, It's now been six months for me and
you .. .yet sometimes, just sometimes, I
can't believe it is true. From that first day
we met when I wanted so liad to have that
slow dance, I knew that someday,
perhaps the next day, I would get my
chance . And just as your eyes will always
be blue, such will be the same as my
feelings for you ... although it's not always
easy to say what you like to hear, one
thing is very certain, I will always be
there . Love ya, GUIDO. P.S. Get psyched
for a Doobie.

Found - a small black cat, 4 months old.
Found around Area 1. Please claim! Call
Merin (Rm . 207) 862-1676.
Lost: $ 10 Reward. Silver seagull / dove
outline from a necklace. Lost in MUB PUB
Saturday, October 25 during Private
Lightning show. High sentimental value.
If found please call 749-1439 or drop off
in MUSO office. 11 / 18
Lost : Gold cobra chain bracelet with heart
charm. Much sentimental value! Will give
reward. Call Janice, Rm 233, 868-9828.
11 / 18
Lost in Murkland 3rd floor classroom on
Thurs . Nov. 6. A blue U.N.H. notebook.
PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE if you've
found it or seen it Call 868- 1676 It is
irreplaceable.
Lost- blue and white hockey bag with
equipment in it. If found, please contact
Andy or Marc in Rm 316 Huddleston Hall
(2 -2299). Reward offered. 11 / 1_8
Lost -Gold Cobra chain bracelet with heart
charm-much sentimental value; will give
reward. Call Janice Rm 233, 2- 1663.

''Maybe
itwill
go

away!'

La La-lei est une autre pour tu! I can't wait
for this weekend, won 't we have fun?
Tigs, Jackie, bee, Gail, Leo and friends:
You guys sure know how to make a
"senile" old grad feel silly. THANKS for
the terrific surprise!! I never suspected a
thing .. "Oh Dopey Me". Thanks for
everything--you guys are the BEST!! Love
~~~~ys , JP, MORGS, Ace, Cardshark,

.-Atteniton SKI BUM!! 0~ : , - ·" ,: :;_.s w
Stowe, Vt ., Lake Placid, N.Y .,
Stratton/ Bromely, Vt . , Mt.
Washington Valley, N.H . and
Steamboat Colorado over Winter
Break . Ranging from $118-$138 it
includes 5 days, 5 nights, lodging,
lift tickets, races, free beer and
more . Contact Dave B. Holtzman,
Congreve 19, 862-1653, 868-9803.
Deposits are due by November 6,
first come first serve . Also make
reservations for Bermuda and
Florida trips during Spring Break.
11 / 14.
· ,. :ne p ~· r:, _, Nil v .. '.u " r: ·; ;; ; . ;-y uIc.J.:er
from the library on B Floor November 6th,
I found out who you are and I will take
legal action unless it is returned to the
Main Desk of the ljprary by TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 18. 11 / 18

The five most
dangerous
words in the
English
language.

•

American
Cancer
Society
THIS SPACE CONTRII\U1'ED AS A PUBUC SEllVICE

AS SEEN ON TV
GenuineSOREL® Boots
Absolutely
Our
Warmest
Boots

Available
For Men,
Women, ...
Children

(Also available with steel toe,s~J

AS USUAL
THE AREA'S LARGEST SELECTrON
And LOWEST PRICES!

RED'S
OPEN
NITES 'TIL 9

Broadway

DOVER

Sat. to 5:30

2 LW TRAIL 2
SALE PRICE $119.00
Waxable mountaineering ski for the skiier
who feels more comfortable waxing. It
has an Okume Core with a phenolic
sidewall for durability. Parallel tip design
in a sintered polyethyline base. (2000
grams; 58, 54, 56 mm; 190, 200, 205,210
cm.)
DURHAM BIKE
Jenkins Court, o·urham
868-5634

l
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Swimmers sink UVM in optner
By Sue Valenza
The UNH women's swim team
opened its 1980-81 season Tuesday
with a resounding 88-52 win over
the University of Vermont.
UNH opened the meet with a
one-two finish in the 200 yard
medly relay which served as an
example of the dominance the
Wildcats would hold throughout
the contest. Taking first place in
the event was a team composed
entirely of freshmen : Whitney
Semple, Lisi Baldwin, Liz Page,
and Ann Sullivan. Their time of
I :56.2 already qualifies them to
compete in the A.IA W National
Championships (Division II) held
March 12-14 . in Marquette,
Michigan.
Baldwin's first place time of 32.3
in the 50 yard breast stroke also
qualifies her for Nationals. She
was recently nominated to the All
Star Team for the state of
Connecticut.
Whitney Semple took first. place
honors in both the 50 yard back
stroke (30.1) and the 50 yard
butterfly (29 .0) while Liz Page
finished first with an outstanding
I :03.9 in the 100 fly and first in the
50 free (25. 7).
Semple was voted the Most
Valuable swimmer for the 1978
and 1979 seasons at Grosse Point
(Michigan) South High School,
the All League High School
Champion in the Eastern
Michigan League in the 100 back
and 200 individual medly, and
received a certificate ofrecognition
as one of Michigan's outstanding
AA U swimmers during the 197576 season.
Ann Sullivan took top honors in
both the JOO and 200 yard freestyle
events with times of56.7 and 2:02.7
respectively. The Wayland, Mass.
native was a member of the Boston
Globe All Scholastic Swim Team
for four consecutive years.
Other freshmen providing
bright sp-ots on this year's squad

include Belmont, Mass. native
Katie Kelly who turned in a 26.7 in
the 50 free good enough for second ·
place, Linda Burt finishing 4th in
the 200 free and fifth in the 50
Guter, and Pam
back, Katie
Walther. As a member of the
Belmont High School swim team,
League Champion 1976-78, Kelly
was a member of the 400 yard
medly relay which claimed the
Massachusetts State Championship Title during the 1979 season.
1979 season .
"The whole group of freshmen
are hard workers, they fit in very
well, said fourth year UN H coach
Carol Lowe, "and it looks as
though they'll all have a good year.
Every single one swam excellent
against Vermont."
~eading the list of returning
swimmers for the Wildcats are
seniors Kathyrn Johnson and
Susie Urban , junior Sue
Herskovitz, and sophomores
Carol Hickey, Alison Smith, and
Stacy Lyons.
Johnson and Urban are both
attending Semester at Sea and will
be swimming next semester. Both
were members of the 200 medly
relay representing UN H at the
Division II Nationals last year that
claimed a second place finish.
Urban was a member of the 400
medly relay as well, which finished
fourth in national competition.
. ~ue He_rskovitz took first place
finishes m the 200 individual
medley (2:20.9), and the · 100 yard
breast stroke. Herskovitz also
qualified for the upcoming
nationals with her 100 breast
stroke time of 1: I0.1. "Sue is really
off to a great start this season,"
noted Lowe.
Carol Hickey was just touched
out in her third place finish in the
1000 free but finished first in the
I00 back with a time of I :07.4.
Hickey was also a member of the
fourth place 400 medly relay at
Nationals last season.

"Carol $warn a good ( 1000 free)
race Tues;day. It's the first time
she's swam it (or us in
competition," said Lowe. "She's
very versatile so we've been able to
move her 'around a lot to fill in the
gaps. She's willing to do a lot for
·
us."
Smith and Lyons also made
good showings against Vermont.
Smith, a sophomore, took a fir!)t
place fihish in the JOO IM and
second behind Herskovitz in tht:
200 IM, more than six seconds .
ahead of UVM 's third place
finisher.
Lyons finished second behind
Lisi Baldwin with her best time
ever in the 50 yard breast stroke.
Junior Kathy Lafond finished
third in the event completing the
one , two, three sweep for UNH.
Lafond finished second i'n the JOO
breast stroke with a time of I: 18.1.
Claiming third place finishes in
both the 50 and - 100 back was
sophomore Suzanne Mackin .
Mackin, who has just finished· her
season on the UN H crew team, has
been practicing just a week but was
still able to come within tenths of
her best 50 yard back time.
In diving competition UN H also
made a fine showing. Dierdre ·
O'Driscoll took second place in the
one meter event behind Vermont's
Sarah Moore, while Jenny Ventura
and Liz Leigh finished third and
fourth respectively for UN H .
Vermont's Moore also claimed
first place in the three meter with
Leigh coming in second. UNH's
Beth Hafey finished third, and
Linda Paternoster landing a fourth
place finish for the Wildcats.
Although UVM edged UNH 108 in overall points in diving
competition, the Wildcats showe·d
that they contain depth that will
have to be reckoned with
throughout the season . Bob Baker
is the diving coach this season.
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Beatl
at the
BOOK LOFT
(At town & campus)

.1,oo/o

off

"$0""/0

•'1,oo/o

*SPECIAL SALE TABLE OF
HARDCOVERS

off

METAGAMING AND
DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS

s?t-c\P..\..

orr
su?t-~
']__Oo/o

ALL FISHER PRICE

TOYS
(ends Nov. 23)

We have seasonal cards &
gift wrap · - boxed cards
party goods - invitations
ornaments (10¢-$10) and
gift wrap accessories.
Qpen 7

H

(THROUGH DEC. 31, 1980)
rr1

~oo/o

ALL BOOKS

off

davs a week 86?-9661

VISA/Maste rcard
64 main st - durham

WHITER HOURS
FRI - SAT 11 AM - 2 AM
SUN - THUR·s 11 AM - ·10 PM

HOME MADE SOUPS
CHOWDERS,ST EWS
CHILE
with

FRESH BREAD
29 Mair:; St., Durham
(across from the Durham Post Office)

By Bill Nader

Lehigh has the f oothall as time runs out on BU
· Barring a major upset or a sudden change in
consensus of the Eastern Selection Committee,
Lehigh University will be selected over Boston
University for the second consecutive year to
represent the eastern region in the NCAA
Division 1-AA regional playoffs.
Lehigh is currently ranked num!2,er one, and
has been throughout the season, while BU is
number two, according to University of New
Hampshire Athletic Director Andy Mooridian,
who is chairman of the committee.
Mooridian contacts the three athletic
directors who comprise his advisory committee
(Northeastein's Joseph Zabilski, Lafayette's
Olay Collevoll, and Howard's Leo Miles) by a
conference telephone call every Monday
morning.
"Everybody is on the line together," Collevoll
said. "It's like we're sitting in the same room."
Howard University is located in Washington,
D.C. and Miles said it plays "almost all" southern
schools. Howard ( 5-2-2) has lost to South
Carolina State and FloridaA&M, though itis still
considered a member of the eastern region:
Miles has not seen either Lehigh or BU play
this year. "You can't speculate on what might
happen," he said, "but chances are that Lehigh
has the edge."
Collevoll has seen Lehigh once and will see
the Engineers again, but will not see BU. The
same situation occurred last season. He too,
gives the edge to Lehigh.
"People in Delaware (7-2) think they should
be ahead of BU (8-1) but I've got to go with
Lehigh over Delaware." Lehigh (7-0-2) defeated
Delaware 27 -20 early in the season. ·
Northeastern will play Lehigh tomorrow and
BU next Saturday, granting Zabilski the
opportunity to see both teams. "In my particular
case, I won't make up my mind until the season
is over."

Mooridian does not vote unless someone
abstains or if a tie-breaking vote is necessary.
Last year Lehigh received two of the three votes,
and eventually lost to Eastern Kentucky in the
championship game. Mooridian said he did not
vote.
BU head coach Rick Taylor is still feeling the
sting from last year's decision; and maintains
that his Terriers should be given trip this season.
"In the first place, it should be made clear that
this year is quite different from last year," Taylor
said.
'The NCAA critieria consists of the won-loss
record and the strength of schedule," he
continued. 'The strength of schedule was
definitively in our favor last year."
BU played one Division II team while Lehigh
played four. In addition, BU (8-1-1) compiled a
better record than Lehigh (9-2).
Mooridian defends the decision. He said the
criteria includes overall record, head-to-head
competition, mutual.opponents and strength o(
schedule. 'The turning point was that both
Lehigh and BU played three mutual opponents.
Lehigh won all three; BU won two and. tied one."
'This year our schedule is slightly more
difficult, but not as predominantly as last year's,"
Taylor said. "Should we both continue to win_,
the decision is a 50-50 split."
Lehigh and BU have two games remaining on
their schedules. Lehigh wil host Northeastern
( 2-7) tomorrow and will play at Lafayette ( 2-6)
next Suturday. The Engineers are prohibitive
favorites in both games and are expected to close
out the season undefeated.
BU will play at Bucknell tomorrow ( Lehigh
defeated Bucknell 13-0) and will end its season
at Nickerson Field next Saturday against another
common opponent, Northeastern. Taylor said
each game is a must-win situation.
Despite last year's controversial decision and

Morning line
Bilf
Knight
(0-0)

UNH
Bucknell

um

. Lehigh •

All handicapper's are picking against the house line. This week's guest is UNH Sports Information Director Bill
Knight. Last week the Old Grad (2-4) nipped The New Hampshires managing editor Brendan DuBois ( 1-5). DuBois did
not fair well with his picks, but he is recovering nicely from surgery in Room 526 at the Mary Hitchcock Hospital in
Hanover, NH.
·.
·

UNH harriers to run in Qualifiers
By Gerry Miles
The UNH men's cross· country
team will try to regain its fall
season form when the Wildcats run
in the NC AA Div I Qualifying race
at Franklin Park tomorrow
afternoon.
The top three teams go to the
NCAA finals at Witchita, Kansas
the following week. Also, the top
four individuals qualify to make
the trip as well.
Last year, Gary Crossan was the
first man to represent UN H in the
NCAA's.

"At first I was disappointed with
the performance until I sat down
and looked over the times again,"
noted UN H coach John Copeland.
"But the times for the individuals
were really pretty good.
"But as a team, we didn't do
wclL and cross-country is more of

a team sport than individual
performances."
The 'Cats did not run well with
only two men inside the top 34
runners. Guy Stearns finished fifth
overall (24:22) but the next
Wildcat, Dick ' Robinson, didn't
come across until 34th place. The
depth that has become the UN H
trademark this year its was
nonexistent.
·
"The time separation was also
important," said Copeland. "If we
had run like we did against Maine
(the last UNH dual meet win of the
year) we would have shaved 90
points off our total and finished
second ... edging UConn."
Providence College fooled
nobody running away with the
meet taking first easily with 34
points. UConn fooled everyone
however taking second.

Northeastern also ran one of its
better meets, beating both U Mass
and Bates in the process.
Saturday, PC wit be the heavy
favorite, but the presence of
Boston University will also be felt
as the Terriers are loaded with
runners and will have to be
reckoned with.
Injuries may make the Terriers
less of a threat, however.
"We have more spirit in this
team than to just lie down and die,"
said Copeland. "We know what
has to be done and that we have the
capability to run well.
"We're excited about this meet
as much as we are about the New
Englands," stressed Copeland.
"But we're also just as excited
about our own possibilities."

this season's potential controversy, Taylor is not
in favor of a playoff. "Iftwo teams are even, I think
tl;ie team that hasn't gone before should be given
a chance to go," he said.
As one might expect, BU has never gone.
"What the hell, ifhe' s picked to go, good luck to
him because he represents our regiop," said
Lehigh head coach John Whitehead. "We don't
even talk playoffs with our kids. If we're picked,
we' re picked. If not, I'm not going to lose any
sleep over it."
Four Division 1-AA teams are selected for
post-season play. Each region (East, South, and
West) is represented, and the three regional
chairmen decide which school will be awarded
the at large berth.
Currently, the southern region · has two
undefeated teams, South Carolina State ( 10-0)
and Western Kentucky (9-0). Mooridian said
the southern region h<J.s a good chance at
claiming the at large spot, if both schools remain
unbeaten.
Taylor said BU cannot afford to lose again for
the Terriers to be considered for the at large
berth. Whitehead doubts the eastern region will
be the one with two teams and feels the southern
region will "because of the number of schools in
it."
'
And so the scene is similar to last year. The
eastern region is guaranteed one spot with only
an outside chance at securing two. Lehigh and
BU return to the spotlight as the nominees. Leo
Miles (the guy who hasn'tseeneitherteamplay)
is the one new face on the selection committee.
And once again, a telephone call will decide the
winner and the losers.
"We get on the phone and discuss ifback and
forth," Miles explained. . 'That's how you get
things done quickly and cheaply."

Stickwomen earn
trip to Nationals
By Jackie MacMullan
The UN H field hockey team
earned a trip to the nationals in
Carbondale, Illinois last weekend
at the AJA W regionals in
Springfield, Massachu~etts.
The Wildcats qualified for
national competition for the first
time in history by knocking off
Harvard, 2-1, and a tough host
• team 3-1.
UN H suffered its'first loss on the
season in the final game when they
were blanked by the University of \
Connecticut 2-0. Since the top
two teams travel to the AIA W
Nationals, both UConn and UNH
will represent the Eastern Region
in lllinois on November 19-22. ·
Sky high from the victory over
Springfield on the Chief's astroturf
Saturday, the Wildcats were
treated to a rude awakening just
4: JO into the final contest with the
Huskies on Sunday.
It was then that UConn's Mary.
Taylor blasted a low drive from the
top of the circle past UNH
goaltender Deb Cram to give the
Huskies an edge tHey were never to
relinquish.
It wasn't until 15 minutes had
elapsed that UN H got off its first
shot of the game, a drive by Gaby
Haroules that went wide to the
right.
Key defensiv~ plays by the
Wildcats kept them in the game
Laurie Lagasse saved a sure goal
by H oHy Paynes when she
knocked away~- ball that trickled
to the goal line. Sweeper Shelly ·
Lively aiso played heads up
ctetense and cleared UConn's lead
passes away.
The Huskies outraced New
Hampshire to the ball most of the
afternoon and the Wildcats were
stifled on the offensive end. The
'Cats last scoring opportunity of
the game came with three minutes

left when another Haroules shot
bardy missed the mark.
UConn continued to press and
Joanne Porier netted the second
UConn goal with 15 seconds
showing on the clock.
. ,
A disheartened UN H coach
Jean Rilling attributed her team's
loss to "problems with corners, as
simple as that.
"UConn had the edge today,"
Rilling said. "It was a hard one to
take; we didn't deserve to lose by
two goals."
'"It was a let-down," tri-captain
Patty Foster agreed. "We played
so great the ni'ght before there Was
no way we could repeat that."
UNH, led by Haroules who
notched all three goals, did not
resemble the same team that got
beaten by the Huskies the night
before. The wildcats took a few
minutes to adjust to the astroturf
and then -dominated their game
with the Chiefs.
Springfield's short-lived lead
came five minutes into the gaine on
a goal by high scorer Lisa
DiStefano. The junior from
Weston, Mass nearly made it to a
2-0 at 8:37 but was robbed by
Cheryl Murtagh who stood behind
netminder Robin Balducci in the
net and knocked out DiStefano's
shot.
Haroules sparked her club
midway through the half and
picked up her first goal on a
scramble in front. Goal number
two for the senior forward came
with 24 seconds left the half on a
picture perfet pass from Donna
Modini.
·
The Wildcats came out storming
·in the second half and turned to the
pnys1ca1 style of play that has led
them to their success. Pint-sized
Carla Hesler and Murtagh
STICKWOMEN, page 14
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Sports
At Amherst for season finale

UNH.;.UMass set to renew interstate rivalry
\

By Bill Nader
UNH played" Lafayette
University last Saturday but the
Wildcats were already thinking
about tomorrow's opponent-the
University of Massachusetts.
Lafayette represented nothing
more than the game before U Mass,
but a 6-6 tie at halftime took UNH
away from Fantasy Island and
back to Cowell Stadium.
Once that was taken care of, the
Wildcats d'isposed of the
Leopards, 26-6, and the U Mass
chant began as they trotted into the
locker room.
'Tve got to admit it," said junior
quarterback Denis Stevens, "there
was talk all week about UMass.
The coaches tried to get it through
our heads that we had to play
Lafayette first."
During the final seconds of the
first half against Lafayette, the
UNH defense played with only ten
men for two consecutive plays. But
on those two plays, the Wildcats
forced the Leopards to retreat
from the UNH six yard line to the
15.
The UN H defense will need all
11 men against the Minutemen.
"Despite the fact that BU beat
U Mass, many people believe
U Mass is the best football team in
the conference," said UN H head
coach Bill Bowes. "We've been
saying all along that we're a good
football team and a victory over
U Mass would back it up."

UNH freshman quarterback Rick LeClerc (14) may be called upon to replace questionable starter Denis
Stevens tomorrow 'at UMass. (Nick Novick photo)
U Mass -sophomore quarterback
Dean Pecevich started his first
game in place of Tim Foittaine
(kidney) in last week's 17-13 win
against Holy Cross. Pecevich will

start again tomorrow with
Fontaine still recovering in the
hospital.
UNH junior defensive end Joe
Clemente (separated shoulder) will

be replaced by nsophomore Mark
Brady, giving the Wildcats 14
starters who are Massachusetts
native.
"This game is ~)most . like a

Massachusetts All-Star game with
all the players they have from
Mass.," said Minutemen head
coach Bob Pickett.
UNH (6-3) -enters the game with
a six game winning streak while
U Mass is 6-2 this year.
"Ever since we started winning,
·even if you go 4-6 or 5-5, if you beat
U ~ass-your season is a success,"
said UNH tailback Jim Quinn.
"There's going to be a lot of hitting
going on, no finesse."
Quinn and U Mass tailback
Garry Pearson are both
sophomores, and are ranked
second and third in rushing in the
Yankee Conference. Both backs
average better than 20 carries a
game and over 100 yards a game.
U Mass is ranked first in
Division I-AA in total defense,
and held Holy Cross to 27 yards
rushing last week. The Minutemen
are ranked second in pass defense
. and sixth in scoring defense.
The UN H defense has also been
strong throughout the season
while the Wildcat offense has
developed at a consistent pace
throughout the year.
"Our offense has some
confidence now," said Quinn.
"We've got everything going for
us."
Stevens may have summed up
the natural rivalry best. "We don't
like them and they don't like us."

Wildcats fly to ~meet facemasked Falcons
Following split with Toronto µi season opening·series
By Larry McGrath
Opportunity usually knocks but
once, however, it knocked twelve
times on Saturday night as the
UNH men's hockey team scored
on four of their twelve power play
chances to defeat the University of
Toronto, 6-3.
Friday night the Wildcats only
had four tries with the man ·
advantage and could manage but
one power play score. Toronto
scored twice with Wildcats in the
penalty box and came away with a
5-3 win.
"We won it (Saturday's game)
because they got more penalties
than .we did," said UN H coach
Charli~ Holt. "But people don't
• care whether it's a-. wer play goal
or ~ot. What counts is
ore."
UNH evened its record at -1
wtth its win Saturday. Freshman
George White scored a hat trick
in his second regular season game
as a Wildcat. White tallied all three
of his goals on the power play.
"He (White) can certainly
shoot," Holt said. "What I like ·
better· is tha(he can really move the
puck also. It adds to the defensive
end of the game."
Sophomore Andy Brickley,
UNH's leading scorer last season,
picked up where he left olf wit-h a
pair of goals each night. linckley·s
first goal Saturday night snapped a
2-2 tie and gave the 'Cats a lead
that they never relinquished.
Friday night Brickley almost
sparked the Wildcats to a victory
in the season opener. Trailing, 4-2,
with UN H's Matt Shramek in the
penalty box for holding, forward
Frank Barth swooped in and drew
out Toronto goaltender Paul
risher.
Barth drew the puck around the
prone Fisher and sent a backhand
shot · towards the open goal.
Toronto captain Geoff Shaw
skated iryto the crease and caught
the puck in mid-air. · Shaw
remained in the crease with the
puck lodged in his pads . A penalty
shot was called.

Brickley was chosen to shoorthe
from the waist down. Its (high to .· first win. The Wildcats travel io to . are required to wear facemasks too
shot and he conferred over at the
the glove side) my favorite shot · Bowling Green, Ohio today to face
and Holt does not anticipate any
UNH bench.
anyway."
problems this weekend.
the Falcons in two games, tonight
"I thought Frankie (Barth) was
Fifteen seconds later Snively
and tomorrow night.
"The facemasks are now
going to take it," Brickley said.
became quiet once more.
Last year the 'Cats played hos_t everyone's problem," Holt said.
"Coach Holt and Dana (UNH coToronto defenseman Jim
to the Falcons and beat them "They're not such a factor
captain Barbin) talked about it and
Srietsinger sat everyone back down
twice, 4-2 and 5-2. UNH traveled anymore. The west will have more
they 'told me to take it:" !
as he poked in a rebound from in
to Ohio oncle last year, but that to
problems now because it will be
Fisher had been outstartding all
close with 6:42 remaining in the
Ohio once last year, but that trip their first year using them but in
night and waited for Brickley as
game.
ended in controversy. UN H was another year it won't be an issue."
the Wildcat slowly skated 1into the
"I thought the goal (penalty
forced to forfeit both games to
Bowling Green brings a 3-4
Toronto zone. Brickley '.w ent in
shot) would get some momentum
Ohio ·state University in its
r·ecord into the weekend contests.
going," Grikley said. "But we lost
season opening series last year.
and made a small deke tt'the left.
After splitting with Michigan and
it.,,
He came back and flicke. a short
Holt took his players off the ice
Notre Dame, and edging Miami of
wrist shot over Fisher's , atching •
"It (Snetsinger's goal) negated
last year when the Ohio State
Ohio. the Falcons were swept, 4-3
gl?ve. It was 4-3 and Sniv~ly came
Brickley's goal," Holt said. "It put
players . were holding onto the
and 4-0 by Boston College last
ahve.
i
us back in the game and all of a
UNH skater's facemasks and the
Friday and Saturday.
"I knew pretty much wpat I was
sudden see it go."
crowd in Columbus, Ohio became
going to do," Brickley Sfiid. "He
UNH came back strong the next
unruly.
"BC is an excellent top collegiate
(Fisher) was getting everything night and got t~at all-important
This season the western teams
power this year," said Bowling
,I
Green coach Jerry York, a former
Eagle himself. "I think this will be a
banf!er vear for BC. They should
duplicate last year's fine record."
As for his own charges, York
was optimistic.
"We've got a good club," York
said. "We're quick and full of
enthusiasm.,,.
Bowling Green is a young squad
but is improved on the squad that
traveled to UNH last winter.
"We're better than last year,"
York said. "Early in the season last
year we traveled up to Durham
and they ( U NH) just monopolized
th~ puck on us both games."
The Wildcats will travel to
Stratford, Ontario after
Saturday's game for a benefit game
against Stratford's Junior B team.
UN H has nine Ontario natives on
the squad and three ( Frank Barth,
Paul Barton, and Ken Chisholm)
from· Stratford itself.
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~h~:loalie Greg Moffet tjects a shot from Toronto's Stelio Zupancich (19) in Snively Arena. (Bill Hill

"We 'Yere invited to go there and
play in an exhibition game for
chantable reasons,'' Holt said. "It
is a great opportunity to go into a
community that has provided us
wii~ so ma~y fine young men. "

